
Station Air Date Aired Time Aired Length Aired House # Aired Material Title Script

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:15:46 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:16:16 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:16:46 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:17:16 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:26:38 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:27:08 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:27:38 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:28:08 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:38:03 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:38:33 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:50:08 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:50:38 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:18:13 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:18:43 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:29:49 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:30:19 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:49:42 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:50:12 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:50:42 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:51:12 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:58:24 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:17:38 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:47:50 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:48:20 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:48:50 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:58:20 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:58:50 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN Quarterly PSA Report 4/1/21 - 6/30/21



WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:58:30 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:59:00 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 10:31:04 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 10:41:34 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:18:17 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:19:47 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:32:34 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:42:42 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:52:27 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:17:11 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:25:15 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:43:47 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:44:47 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:54:17 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:54:47 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:55:47 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:23:36 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:34:49 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:44:24 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:53:37 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:15:08 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:15:38 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:16:08 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:40:51 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:50:43 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:51:13 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:18:41 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:19:11 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:30:21 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:30:51 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma



WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:41:54 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:42:25 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:52:03 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:18:45 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:19:15 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:29:42 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:30:13 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:38:58 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:39:28 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:39:58 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:52:26 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:52:56 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:23:43 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:24:13 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:39:04 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:39:34 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:40:04 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:50:14 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:50:44 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:12:45 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:13:15 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:22:30 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:23:30 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:24:00 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:28:11 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:28:41 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:45:13 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:45:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:46:13 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:56:05 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 6:56:35 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:21:28 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:35:05 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:43:40 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 7:53:42 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:24:46 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:25:46 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:38:51 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 8:52:45 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:17:39 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:28:59 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:39:39 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 9:51:47 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 10:16:18 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 10:28:24 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 10:41:06 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:10:54 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:11:24 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:25:25 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:31:02 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:32:02 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:33:34 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:34:05 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:54:57 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 11:58:08 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:43:11 XM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:43:41 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 12:47:37 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:12:01 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:12:31 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:25:37 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:26:07 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:36:39 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:45:13 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:45:43 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:53:08 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import



WUVN-TV 04/01/21 1:53:38 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:16:08 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:16:38 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:30:16 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:30:46 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:31:16 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:31:47 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:40:21 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:40:51 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:51:13 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 2:51:43 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:22:09 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:22:39 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:23:39 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:52:59 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:53:29 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 3:53:59 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:17:50 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:18:21 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:18:51 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:30:02 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:30:33 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:31:03 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:53:26 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 4:54:26 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:15:32 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:16:02 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:26:47 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:27:47 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/01/21 5:58:38 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:18:17 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:18:47 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:19:17 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:19:47 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:31:49 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:32:19 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:32:49 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:33:19 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:43:12 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:43:43 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:52:12 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:52:43 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:17:50 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:18:20 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:48:29 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:48:59 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:49:29 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:45:00 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:45:30 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:46:00 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:59:13 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:59:43 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:57:11 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:57:41 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 10:30:34 AM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 10:43:29 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 10:52:43 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:16:18 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:16:48 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:17:48 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:29:35 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:51:02 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:17:29 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:25:37 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:26:38 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:39:21 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:40:21 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:49:36 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:50:36 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:51:36 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:24:14 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:14:31 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:15:02 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:16:02 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:28:20 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:39:52 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:40:22 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:52:30 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:53:00 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:18:52 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:19:22 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:30:47 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:42:37 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:43:07 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 



WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:52:48 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:18:30 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:19:15 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:30:25 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:30:55 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:42:00 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:42:30 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:43:00 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:53:54 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:21:04 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:36:31 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:37:01 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:37:31 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:38:01 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:50:44 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:51:14 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:11:45 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:21:28 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:22:29 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:22:59 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:26:44 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:43:54 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 6:44:54 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:18:20 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:18:50 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:30:40 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:42:58 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:43:28 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:53:19 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 7:53:50 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:25:24 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:40:28 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:40:58 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.



WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:51:57 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 8:52:28 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:30:40 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:40:08 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:40:38 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 9:51:53 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 10:18:12 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 10:30:12 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 10:42:40 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 10:43:10 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 10:52:52 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:11:57 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:12:27 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:24:27 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:29:53 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:30:23 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:30:38 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:31:08 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:32:08 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:33:34 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:34:34 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:54:00 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 11:58:11 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:25:54 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:43:25 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:47:52 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 12:48:22 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:13:01 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:13:31 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:28:32 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:29:02 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:37:44 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:38:14 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.



WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:45:36 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:54:39 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 1:55:09 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:15:31 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:16:01 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:27:05 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:28:05 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:39:22 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:39:52 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 2:53:30 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:20:54 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:21:24 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:22:24 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:50:28 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:50:58 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 3:51:58 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:17:35 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:18:05 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:19:05 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:31:15 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:31:45 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:54:24 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:55:24 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 4:55:54 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:11:06 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:11:36 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:22:06 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:23:06 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:23:36 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:53:30 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/02/21 5:58:41 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado



WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:14:09 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:14:39 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:23:44 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:24:14 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:24:44 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:25:14 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:39:37 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:40:07 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:55:10 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:55:40 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:56:10 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:21:29 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:21:59 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:22:29 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:22:59 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:50:25 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:50:55 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:51:25 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:51:55 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:20:33 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:21:03 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:21:33 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:49:05 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:49:35 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:50:05 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 10:21:44 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 10:22:14 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 10:50:26 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 10:50:56 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 10:51:25 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 10:51:56 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can



WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:08:45 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:09:45 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:10:15 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:10:45 AM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:19:12 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:20:42 AM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:21:42 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:58:53 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:59:23 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:28:54 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:29:24 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:58:54 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:11:43 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:24:01 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:25:01 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:39:53 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:50:11 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:26:20 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:38:16 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:47:25 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:54:24 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:21:29 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:32:33 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:50:02 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:04:18 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:32:22 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:33:22 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:44:28 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:04:22 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:04:52 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:05:22 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:05:52 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:16:59 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 



WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:42:33 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:43:03 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 6:44:03 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 7:09:42 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 7:18:50 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 7:19:20 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 7:39:46 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 7:48:18 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 7:48:48 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:20:03 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:36:29 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:51:07 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 8:51:37 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:52:43 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:53:13 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:55:48 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:56:18 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 9:59:44 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:01:00 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:05:10 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:06:10 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:28:36 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:29:06 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:52:53 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 11:53:53 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 12:03:05 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 12:03:35 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 12:26:46 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 12:27:16 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 12:28:16 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 12:45:06 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 12:46:07 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/03/21 12:46:37 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 12:59:35 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:20:42 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:21:12 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:34:54 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:35:54 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:45:42 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:46:12 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 1:56:35 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:24:52 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:25:22 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:35:56 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:48:22 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:48:52 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 2:57:31 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:04:00 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:04:30 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:31:28 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:31:58 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:45:58 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:55:56 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 3:56:26 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:12:03 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:12:33 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:25:03 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:40:59 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:55:07 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:56:07 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 4:56:37 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:09:52 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:10:22 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:21:59 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:22:29 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:48:17 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:48:47 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:49:47 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:57:59 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/03/21 5:58:29 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:11:34 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:12:04 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:22:56 AM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:23:11 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:23:41 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:24:11 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:24:41 AM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 8:57:24 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 8:57:54 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 8:58:24 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 8:58:54 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 9:13:57 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 9:14:27 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 9:14:57 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 9:25:49 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 9:37:44 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 9:38:14 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 9:50:13 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:32:13 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:32:43 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:33:13 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:42:57 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:43:27 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:53:02 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:53:32 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:12:39 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:38:04 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:50:29 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:16:17 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:16:47 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:17:17 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:17:47 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:27:51 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:53:58 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:54:28 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:57:42 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:58:12 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 1:54:27 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 1:59:22 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 2:03:58 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:23:49 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:24:49 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:33:36 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:46:26 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:46:56 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:56:41 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:13:25 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:27:59 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:43:00 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:53:53 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:18:50 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:19:50 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:47:23 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:09:11 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:09:41 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:10:11 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:21:15 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:22:15 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:29:09 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:46:18 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:47:18 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 6:56:05 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 7:13:20 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 7:25:14 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 7:25:44 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 7:49:51 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 7:50:21 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 8:33:04 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 8:56:31 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 8:57:01 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 9:34:14 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 9:43:52 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:25:37 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:39:52 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:48:34 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:49:04 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 10:57:54 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:07:42 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:08:12 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:15:09 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:15:39 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:16:09 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:16:39 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:27:47 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:28:17 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:51:56 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 11:58:28 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:33:28 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:33:59 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:42:44 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:43:14 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:49:23 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:55:09 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:56:09 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 12:56:39 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 1:14:47 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 1:24:28 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 1:25:28 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 1:40:39 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 1:41:09 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 1:41:39 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 1:52:33 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 2:21:01 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 2:21:31 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 2:22:31 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 2:32:43 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 2:42:48 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 2:53:33 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:16:09 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:16:39 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:17:39 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:31:23 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:41:10 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:41:41 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:52:12 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 3:52:42 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:33:29 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:33:59 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:42:44 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:43:14 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:48:53 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:55:10 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:55:40 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 4:56:10 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:07:42 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:15:09 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:15:39 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:16:09 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:16:39 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:27:17 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:27:47 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:51:56 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/04/21 5:58:27 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:16:18 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:16:48 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:17:18 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:17:48 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:29:20 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:29:50 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:30:20 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:40:48 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:41:18 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:51:18 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:51:48 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:16:54 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:17:24 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:49:40 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:50:10 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:50:40 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:51:09 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:58:24 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 8:17:25 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 8:44:57 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 8:45:57 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 9:56:12 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 9:56:42 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:10:48 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:11:18 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:11:48 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:22:36 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:36:16 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:50:39 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:13:34 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:26:03 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:27:03 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:41:40 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:42:41 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:55:37 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:56:37 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:22:07 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:33:41 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:44:32 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:56:15 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:15:38 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:16:38 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:29:18 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:54:09 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:11:18 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:11:48 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:12:18 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:26:56 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:27:41 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:49:04 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:21:00 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:32:38 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:33:08 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:42:25 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:42:55 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:43:55 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:54:33 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:55:03 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:22:36 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:23:06 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:36:48 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:37:18 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:38:18 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:11:07 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:11:37 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:22:02 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:22:32 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:23:02 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:27:30 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:28:00 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:28:30 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:44:49 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:45:49 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 6:55:42 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:17:03 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:17:33 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:26:17 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:39:44 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:40:15 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 7:52:29 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be



WUVN-TV 04/05/21 8:26:12 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 8:26:42 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 8:39:20 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 8:50:37 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 9:33:25 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 9:44:44 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 10:30:01 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 10:30:31 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 10:50:44 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 10:51:14 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:12:51 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:13:21 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:26:26 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:31:19 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:31:49 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:33:34 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:34:34 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:56:08 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 11:58:13 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:23:56 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:24:26 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:43:31 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 12:47:54 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:07:58 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:08:28 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:22:13 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:22:43 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:30:19 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:30:49 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:43:15 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 1:52:47 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:16:38 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:17:08 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:28:33 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:29:33 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:41:46 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:42:16 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:54:09 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 2:54:39 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:25:30 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:26:00 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:26:30 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:51:55 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:52:55 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 3:53:25 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:20:04 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:21:05 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:21:35 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:32:59 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:33:29 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:33:59 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:54:48 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:55:18 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 4:55:48 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:13:56 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:14:26 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:28:07 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:28:37 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:29:07 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:55:38 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/05/21 5:58:43 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:10:49 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:11:34 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:12:04 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:12:34 AM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:21:51 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:22:21 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:22:51 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:23:21 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:37:16 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:37:46 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:50:25 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:50:55 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:19:00 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:48:31 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:49:01 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:49:31 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:50:01 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:59:39 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 8:45:23 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 8:45:53 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 8:46:23 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 8:58:13 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 8:58:43 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:57:01 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:57:31 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 10:43:03 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 10:43:33 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:14:56 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:15:56 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:16:26 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:28:52 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:29:22 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:39:29 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:51:06 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:51:36 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:14:19 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:24:55 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:25:55 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:41:34 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:42:35 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:51:23 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:51:53 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:52:53 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:34:32 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:45:31 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:46:31 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:58:22 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:13:07 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:14:07 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:26:59 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:36:16 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:36:46 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:42:36 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:43:06 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:49:09 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:49:39 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 3:48:55 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 3:49:25 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 3:55:42 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:00:25 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:25:59 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:41:28 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:42:28 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:52:45 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:53:15 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:11:42 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:12:12 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:22:25 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:23:25 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:23:55 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:27:08 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:27:39 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:45:44 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 6:56:13 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:17:12 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:33:19 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:44:47 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:45:18 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:53:23 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 7:53:54 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 8:25:40 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 8:26:10 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 8:35:50 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 8:51:13 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:29:43 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:30:14 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:40:59 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:41:29 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 9:51:49 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 10:31:31 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 10:32:01 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 10:41:41 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:11:44 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:12:14 PM :15 B905948 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :15

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:24:31 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:30:26 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:31:26 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:31:56 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:33:34 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:34:04 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:54:25 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 11:58:11 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:24:26 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:44:19 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 12:48:42 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:09:20 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:09:50 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:19:53 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:20:23 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:30:48 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:39:51 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:50:19 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 1:50:49 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:15:56 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:16:26 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:28:07 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:29:08 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:39:00 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 2:51:37 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 3:24:55 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 3:25:25 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 3:26:25 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 3:51:14 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 3:52:14 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:18:55 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:19:25 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:20:25 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:33:08 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:33:38 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:34:08 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:57:22 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:57:52 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 4:58:22 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:13:50 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:14:20 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:23:53 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:24:23 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:25:23 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:53:56 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/06/21 5:58:42 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:14:56 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:15:26 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:15:56 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:16:26 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:28:07 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:28:52 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:29:22 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:29:52 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:39:14 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:39:44 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:50:22 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:50:52 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:18:11 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:18:41 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:49:56 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:50:26 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:59:09 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:59:39 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 8:45:11 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 8:45:41 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 8:46:11 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 8:46:41 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 8:58:38 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 8:59:08 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:44:03 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:57:56 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:58:26 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 10:46:56 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:09:53 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:11:23 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:28:07 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:37:58 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:48:15 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:48:46 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:13:25 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:13:55 PM :15 B905948 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :15

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:23:54 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:24:54 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:40:54 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 



WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:41:54 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:42:24 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:51:18 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:52:18 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:52:48 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:24:55 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:35:40 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:45:17 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:11:47 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:12:47 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:24:45 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:37:57 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:38:27 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:50:02 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:50:32 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:17:58 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:18:58 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:30:50 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:40:20 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:40:50 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:50:17 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:20:49 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:34:02 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:46:42 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:47:42 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:57:07 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:22:45 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:23:15 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:39:24 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:40:24 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:12:54 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:13:24 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:22:37 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:23:07 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:23:37 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:26:54 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:27:24 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:28:24 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:45:04 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:45:34 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 6:56:48 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:15:51 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:16:21 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:27:38 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:28:08 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 7:51:01 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 8:29:14 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 8:37:00 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:16:02 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:28:12 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:28:42 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:42:39 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 9:52:52 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 10:20:41 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 10:33:03 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 10:43:23 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 10:52:52 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:13:14 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:24:59 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:30:14 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:30:59 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:31:59 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:34:04 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:34:34 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:54:18 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 11:57:59 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:25:05 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times



WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:43:24 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:43:54 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 12:48:21 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:10:44 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:11:13 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:21:31 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:22:01 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:34:37 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:35:07 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:46:30 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 1:54:53 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:12:47 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:13:17 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:23:30 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:24:30 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:37:27 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:50:32 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 2:51:02 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:23:17 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:23:47 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:24:47 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:51:58 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 3:52:58 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:19:54 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:20:24 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:21:24 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:34:22 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:34:52 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:35:22 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:57:07 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:57:37 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:58:07 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 04/07/21 4:58:37 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:13:09 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:13:39 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:23:48 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:24:48 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/07/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:09:53 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:10:23 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:10:53 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:11:23 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:28:52 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:29:22 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:38:44 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:39:14 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:48:16 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:48:46 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:17:47 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:48:38 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:49:38 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:50:08 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 8:48:52 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 8:49:23 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 8:49:53 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 9:59:37 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/08/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 10:42:41 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:14:16 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:15:46 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:41:28 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:52:41 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:53:11 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 12:24:49 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 12:25:49 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 12:40:55 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 12:41:25 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 12:42:25 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 12:52:36 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 12:53:36 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 1:44:48 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:15:02 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:16:02 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:41:08 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:51:21 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 3:18:21 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 3:41:39 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 3:42:09 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 3:52:46 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:21:30 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:31:47 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:32:17 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:42:16 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:43:16 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:51:58 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:52:28 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:24:48 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:41:49 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:42:20 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:43:20 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:52:54 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:12:59 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:23:44 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:27:22 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:27:52 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:46:01 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:46:31 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:47:31 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 6:56:41 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:18:46 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:29:04 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:29:34 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:37:39 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:38:09 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 7:48:00 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 8:29:01 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 8:29:31 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 8:30:01 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 8:40:15 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 8:40:46 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 8:52:01 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 9:41:43 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 9:52:46 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 10:21:32 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 10:32:28 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 10:42:43 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 10:43:13 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 10:52:50 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:11:14 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:25:14 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:30:34 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30



WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:31:04 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:32:04 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:34:03 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 11:58:26 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 12:43:05 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 12:49:11 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 1:13:03 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 1:13:33 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 1:22:58 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 1:23:28 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 1:35:12 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 1:45:18 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 1:53:47 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 1:54:17 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:16:02 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:16:32 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:28:32 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:29:02 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:30:02 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:40:07 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:40:37 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:51:51 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 2:52:21 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 3:24:45 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 3:25:15 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 3:26:15 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 3:51:45 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 3:52:45 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:20:35 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:21:05 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:21:36 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:22:05 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca



WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:31:51 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:32:21 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:32:52 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:52:28 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:53:28 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 4:53:58 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:13:10 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:13:40 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:24:36 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:25:06 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:26:06 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/08/21 5:58:52 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:14:16 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:14:46 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:15:16 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:15:46 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:28:23 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:28:53 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:29:23 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:29:53 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:42:29 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:18:13 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:18:44 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:47:16 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:47:46 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:48:16 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:48:46 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 04/09/21 8:43:54 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 8:44:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 8:44:54 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 8:45:24 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 8:56:43 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 9:58:32 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 10:45:57 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:15:41 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:17:11 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:27:42 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:28:12 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:48:47 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:49:18 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:15:01 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:24:50 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:25:20 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:40:59 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:41:29 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:41:59 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:42:29 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:52:07 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 1:27:07 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 1:37:59 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 1:47:29 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:11:44 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:12:29 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:13:29 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:38:48 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:51:01 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 



WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:21:45 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:31:59 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:42:34 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:51:55 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:52:10 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:19:07 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:30:15 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:39:20 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:39:50 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:40:20 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:54:41 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:55:11 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:22:10 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:40:38 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:41:38 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:52:34 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:09:39 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:10:09 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:19:45 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:20:45 PM :15 B905948 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :15

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:25:32 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:26:02 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:26:32 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:45:59 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 6:55:57 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:16:46 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:17:16 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:26:37 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:40:13 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:51:19 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 7:51:49 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 8:25:36 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 8:26:06 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 04/09/21 8:26:36 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 8:49:46 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 9:17:40 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 9:40:23 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 9:51:48 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 10:19:46 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 10:41:17 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 10:50:46 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:11:13 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:11:43 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:23:03 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:30:33 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:31:33 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:32:03 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:34:07 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:54:55 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 11:58:02 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:23:16 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 12:24:16 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 1:02:05 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 1:22:43 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 1:44:16 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 1:44:46 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 1:51:21 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 1:52:21 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:12:46 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:13:16 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:24:52 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:25:22 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:25:52 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:38:21 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 2:51:03 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:23:32 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:24:02 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:25:02 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:51:13 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:51:43 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 3:52:43 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:18:12 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:18:42 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:19:12 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:19:42 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:30:05 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:31:05 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:54:56 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:55:56 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 4:56:26 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:13:14 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:13:44 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:23:07 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:23:37 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:24:07 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:24:37 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:54:25 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/09/21 5:58:32 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:10:46 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:11:16 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:22:15 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:22:45 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:23:15 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:41:00 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:41:30 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:50:19 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:50:49 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:51:19 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 8:22:08 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 8:23:08 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 8:23:38 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 8:49:36 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 8:50:06 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 8:50:36 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 8:51:06 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 9:20:28 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 9:20:58 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 9:21:28 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 9:51:13 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 9:51:43 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 9:52:13 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 9:52:43 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 10:18:46 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 10:19:16 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 10:19:46 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 10:50:45 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 10:51:15 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 10:51:45 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 10:52:15 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:08:59 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:09:59 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:10:29 AM :20 B905704 Building Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:20:50 AM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:21:50 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:30:34 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 04/10/21 12:58:54 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 1:30:34 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 1:58:54 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 2:11:53 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 2:12:53 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 2:39:01 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 3:28:15 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 3:38:37 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 3:46:42 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 3:54:24 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:19:29 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:35:00 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:36:00 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:36:30 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:46:07 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:19:40 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:20:10 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:20:40 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:37:54 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:38:24 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:46:33 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:07:55 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:08:25 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:08:55 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:18:47 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:40:09 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 6:51:24 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 7:08:42 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 7:21:27 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 7:37:26 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 7:46:27 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 8:53:49 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 8:57:03 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including



WUVN-TV 04/10/21 9:00:44 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 10:00:15 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 10:58:08 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:02:18 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:03:18 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:03:48 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:06:27 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:06:57 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 11:07:27 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 12:03:04 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 12:17:12 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 12:27:26 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 12:28:26 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 12:51:33 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 12:52:03 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 12:53:03 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 1:02:47 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 1:20:16 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 1:20:46 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 1:38:13 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 1:38:43 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 1:39:13 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 1:50:08 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 2:02:57 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 2:23:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 2:24:03 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 2:36:59 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 2:47:52 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 2:55:56 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 3:03:07 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 3:03:37 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 3:31:14 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 3:47:50 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 04/10/21 3:56:42 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:10:26 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:10:56 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:23:29 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:23:59 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:24:29 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:41:00 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:41:30 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:49:37 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:50:37 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 4:51:07 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:13:25 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:13:55 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:14:25 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:23:17 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:23:47 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:48:18 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:48:48 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:49:48 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:58:02 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/10/21 5:58:32 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:14:46 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:15:16 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:21:43 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:22:13 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:22:43 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:23:13 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:38:11 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:38:41 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:52:34 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:53:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:53:34 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 04/11/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 8:28:54 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 8:29:24 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 8:58:54 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 8:59:24 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:15:14 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:15:44 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:16:14 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:26:00 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:35:03 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:35:33 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:49:36 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:50:07 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:33:11 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:33:41 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:34:11 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:43:19 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:54:21 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:12:47 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:13:17 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:25:51 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:17:12 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:17:43 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:18:13 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:28:03 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:28:33 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:39:46 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:53:55 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:57:25 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 1:53:49 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 1:59:46 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 2:05:02 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 3:22:35 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 3:23:35 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:21:03 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:43:45 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:56:16 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:32:44 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:33:44 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:42:37 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:14:42 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:15:42 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:23:51 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:24:21 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:24:51 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:29:04 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:44:38 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:45:38 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:46:08 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 6:56:18 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 7:12:33 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 7:24:16 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 7:34:58 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 7:35:28 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 7:48:34 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 8:42:10 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 8:53:49 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 8:54:49 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:12:05 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:12:35 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 9:37:49 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:27:15 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:41:43 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:42:13 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:51:27 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:51:57 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado



WUVN-TV 04/11/21 10:58:12 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:07:42 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:15:09 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:16:09 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:16:39 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:27:17 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:28:17 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:51:53 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 11:58:28 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:31:49 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:32:20 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:43:44 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:44:14 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:50:08 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:56:05 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 12:57:05 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 1:12:33 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 1:21:10 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 1:21:40 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 1:22:40 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 1:46:23 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 1:47:23 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 1:57:55 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 2:19:57 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 2:20:27 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 2:21:27 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 2:33:41 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 2:34:11 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 2:42:24 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 2:42:54 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 2:53:50 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 3:14:13 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 3:14:44 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou



WUVN-TV 04/11/21 3:15:14 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 3:25:30 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 3:26:00 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 3:35:03 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 3:50:06 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:31:50 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:32:20 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:44:14 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:49:08 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:56:05 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:56:35 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 4:57:35 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:07:42 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:08:12 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:15:09 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:16:09 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:27:17 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:27:47 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:51:54 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/11/21 5:58:28 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:15:41 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:16:41 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:17:11 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:27:42 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:28:12 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:28:42 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:39:21 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:18:25 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:18:55 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:48:10 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:48:40 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:49:10 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:58:39 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:59:09 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:59:39 AM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 8:49:10 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 9:58:05 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 10:31:49 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 10:41:27 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:09:19 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:10:19 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:10:49 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:23:25 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:37:34 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:51:39 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:52:09 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:16:05 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:24:28 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:24:58 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:25:29 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:25:59 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:40:35 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:41:36 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:49:53 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:50:23 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:50:53 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:51:53 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:34:43 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:45:14 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:45:44 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:56:48 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:17:07 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21



WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:18:37 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:29:30 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:17:34 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:18:34 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:30:22 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:41:18 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:50:59 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:24:45 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:36:23 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:45:03 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:46:03 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:55:45 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:26:46 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:27:31 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:41:21 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:51:19 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:10:02 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:10:32 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:24:15 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:28:05 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:29:05 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:46:59 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 6:47:30 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 7:16:48 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 8:35:37 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 8:35:52 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 8:44:36 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 9:51:00 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:13:29 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:25:24 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:30:59 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:31:59 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:34:04 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 11:58:16 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going



WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:22:59 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:23:29 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 12:47:25 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:10:02 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:10:32 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:19:29 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:30:40 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:31:10 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:43:15 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 1:53:08 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:18:07 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:18:37 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:28:45 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:29:15 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:29:45 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:42:37 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:53:03 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 2:53:33 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:22:48 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:23:18 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:24:19 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:53:15 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 3:54:15 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:23:50 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:24:20 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:24:50 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:36:44 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:37:13 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:56:15 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:56:45 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 4:57:15 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:12:21 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 



WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:22:23 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:22:53 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:23:23 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:23:53 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/12/21 5:58:46 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:09:19 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:10:19 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:10:49 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:22:40 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:23:10 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:23:40 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:24:10 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:38:05 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:38:35 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:16:44 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:17:14 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:17:44 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:48:59 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:49:29 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 8:45:19 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 8:45:49 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 9:48:47 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 04/13/21 10:54:59 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 11:15:55 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 11:17:25 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 11:30:31 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 11:41:42 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 11:42:12 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 11:52:22 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 12:24:30 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 12:25:30 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 12:26:00 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 12:41:21 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 12:50:48 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 12:51:18 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:36:09 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:47:30 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:48:00 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:56:15 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:12:55 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:13:55 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:14:25 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:26:10 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:40:47 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:52:46 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:20:01 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:20:31 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:30:22 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:39:52 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:40:22 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:24:52 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:45:15 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:46:15 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:25:45 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:26:15 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:43:10 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:44:10 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:28:17 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 6:49:07 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:14:25 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:14:55 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:38:07 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:52:18 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 7:52:48 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 8:26:56 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 8:40:19 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 9:14:28 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 9:38:02 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 9:38:32 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 11:32:31 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 11:34:34 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 11:56:02 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 12:21:51 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 12:45:31 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 12:49:28 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:17:21 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:17:51 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:26:04 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:34:47 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:43:26 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 1:52:18 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:13:55 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:14:25 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:24:55 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:25:25 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:25:55 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:40:17 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 2:52:46 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:25:12 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can



WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:26:12 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:49:43 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:50:13 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:50:43 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 3:51:13 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:23:27 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:23:57 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:24:27 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:24:57 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:38:14 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:39:14 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:55:04 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:55:35 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 4:56:05 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:12:36 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:13:06 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:22:18 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:23:18 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/13/21 5:55:32 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:15:55 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:17:25 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:30:16 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:30:46 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:31:16 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:43:13 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:52:08 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:52:38 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:17:15 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:48:34 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:49:04 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:49:34 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a



WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:50:05 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:50:34 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:58:24 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 8:49:20 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 8:49:50 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 9:58:46 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:18:42 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:19:12 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:19:42 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:20:12 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:33:34 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:21:04 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:28:09 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:28:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:40:54 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:41:24 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:41:54 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:49:19 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:50:19 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:23:40 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:37:43 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:47:00 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:48:00 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:57:46 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:12:58 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:13:58 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:25:32 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:37:15 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:37:45 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import



WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:43:27 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:50:11 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 3:49:28 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 3:49:59 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:24:09 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:40:26 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:41:26 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:52:34 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:53:04 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:11:30 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:12:00 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:12:30 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:23:23 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:24:23 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:29:16 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 6:46:23 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:11:24 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 7:24:27 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 8:26:52 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 9:30:35 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 9:53:21 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 10:42:31 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 10:53:39 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:11:26 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:30:13 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:30:43 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:31:43 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:32:13 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 11:57:59 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:43:52 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 12:48:56 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:11:02 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma



WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:20:30 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:21:00 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:33:53 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:34:23 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:43:51 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:53:43 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 1:54:13 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:19:42 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:20:12 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:32:19 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:32:49 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:33:49 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:42:30 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 2:53:02 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 3:24:01 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 3:24:31 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 3:25:01 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 3:53:00 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 3:54:00 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 4:20:29 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 4:20:59 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 4:21:59 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 4:36:17 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 4:36:47 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 4:56:46 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 4:57:16 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 4:58:16 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:12:39 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:20:34 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:21:35 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:22:05 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/14/21 5:54:27 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:18:42 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:19:12 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:19:42 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:20:12 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:32:49 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:33:19 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:33:49 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:19:50 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:28:49 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:29:19 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:29:49 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:30:19 AM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:49:44 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:50:14 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:50:44 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:51:15 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 8:48:05 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 8:48:35 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 8:49:05 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 8:49:35 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 8:59:26 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 9:46:54 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 9:57:44 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 10:43:52 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 04/15/21 10:44:22 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:10:30 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:11:00 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:11:30 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:12:00 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:23:51 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:37:47 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:51:50 AM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 12:27:04 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 12:38:37 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 12:47:29 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 12:48:29 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 12:49:30 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:37:16 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:47:28 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:56:28 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:13:12 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:13:42 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:14:42 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:31:14 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:42:47 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:52:05 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:18:10 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:19:10 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:28:27 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:28:58 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:39:05 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:50:13 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:22:23 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:36:38 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:44:41 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:45:41 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:56:25 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio



WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:23:30 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:24:00 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:38:11 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:39:11 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:39:41 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:51:24 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:23:05 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:23:50 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 6:44:25 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:13:54 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:27:00 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:37:34 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 7:48:36 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 8:26:11 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 8:26:41 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 8:42:42 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 8:52:26 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 9:17:15 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 9:29:26 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 9:40:41 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 9:52:52 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 10:28:09 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 10:51:21 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:31:05 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:32:05 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 11:32:35 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 12:42:40 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:12:21 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:12:51 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:22:45 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:34:58 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:45:23 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:45:53 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:52:44 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 04/15/21 1:53:14 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:14:12 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:29:58 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:30:59 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:31:29 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:41:47 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 2:52:05 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:28:34 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:29:04 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:29:34 XM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:58:34 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 3:59:34 XM :20 B905704 Building Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:21:28 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:21:58 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:22:28 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:22:58 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:36:58 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:37:28 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:37:58 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:56:55 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:57:55 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 4:58:25 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:09:52 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:20:29 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:20:59 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:21:29 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:33:55 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:34:25 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:54:08 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/15/21 5:58:31 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:10:30 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:11:30 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati



WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:12:00 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:23:37 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:24:07 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:24:37 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:38:47 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:52:05 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:52:35 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:29:35 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:48:53 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:49:23 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:49:54 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:50:24 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:58:24 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:58:55 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:59:25 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 8:44:45 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 8:45:15 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 8:45:45 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 9:31:35 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 9:46:40 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:02:08 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:02:38 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:41:35 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:42:05 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:54:41 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:16:25 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21



WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:17:10 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:18:10 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:28:14 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:37:12 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:14:43 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:25:31 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:26:31 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:40:22 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:41:22 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:50:05 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:50:35 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:51:05 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:52:05 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 1:35:59 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 1:48:04 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 1:56:01 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:11:48 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:12:48 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:13:18 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:28:24 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:42:57 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:43:27 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 3:20:55 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 3:51:06 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:23:35 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:34:30 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:42:22 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:43:22 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:43:52 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:23:09 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:39:07 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:40:08 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:51:52 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:52:22 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:10:15 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:20:01 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:20:31 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:21:01 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:26:38 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:44:03 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 6:45:03 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:13:26 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 7:38:19 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 8:27:13 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 8:40:35 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 9:42:24 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 9:42:54 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 9:53:29 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 9:53:59 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:30:52 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:40:54 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:41:24 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 10:53:06 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:11:32 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:31:57 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:54:25 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 11:58:19 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:15:57 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:23:22 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 12:24:22 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 1:03:52 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 1:23:13 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 1:43:11 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 1:43:41 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 1:50:26 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 04/16/21 1:51:26 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:12:49 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:27:40 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:28:40 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:42:57 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:52:18 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 2:52:48 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 3:25:10 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 3:25:40 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 3:26:40 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 3:52:16 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 3:53:16 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:22:40 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:23:40 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:34:20 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:34:50 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:35:20 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:56:18 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:56:48 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 4:57:48 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:12:37 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:13:07 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:22:35 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:23:05 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:24:05 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/16/21 5:53:55 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:14:17 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:23:02 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:23:32 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:24:02 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:24:32 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:41:53 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:53:29 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:53:59 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:54:29 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 7:59:25 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 8:18:06 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 8:19:37 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 8:49:59 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 8:50:29 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 8:51:00 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 9:22:42 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 9:35:03 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 10:53:30 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 11:07:02 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 11:18:48 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 11:27:45 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 11:34:31 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 11:40:53 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 11:41:23 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 11:41:54 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 12:26:36 PM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 12:58:36 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 12:59:06 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 12:59:36 PM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 1:28:54 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 1:58:54 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:14:45 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:30:07 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:30:37 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:44:41 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:54:35 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:31:08 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:39:38 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:40:08 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:52:33 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:20:43 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:21:43 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:44:53 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:45:23 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:10:22 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:10:52 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:19:41 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:49:34 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:57:21 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 6:57:36 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 7:23:46 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 7:53:32 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 8:09:47 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 8:45:03 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 8:54:34 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 9:21:40 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 9:39:50 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 9:56:36 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 10:58:35 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 11:04:32 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 12:18:32 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 12:30:34 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 12:31:34 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 12:59:04 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 1:11:34 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 1:36:58 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 1:37:28 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 1:52:51 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 1:53:51 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:00:34 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation



WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:18:44 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:33:30 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:34:00 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:44:10 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:53:35 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 2:58:54 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:14:11 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:14:41 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:29:38 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:30:08 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:30:38 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:31:08 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:39:23 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:39:53 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:51:33 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 3:52:33 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:09:17 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:19:43 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:20:43 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:45:03 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:45:33 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:53:33 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:54:03 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 4:55:03 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:11:01 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:11:31 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:12:01 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:20:43 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:21:13 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:49:31 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:50:01 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:51:01 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:58:03 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 04/17/21 5:58:33 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:12:14 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:12:44 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:20:36 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:21:06 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:21:36 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:22:06 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:40:43 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:41:13 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:53:53 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:54:23 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:54:53 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 8:28:55 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 8:58:55 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 8:59:25 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 9:16:42 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 9:17:13 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 9:27:31 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 9:38:00 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 9:51:35 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 10:24:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 10:25:04 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 10:40:37 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 10:50:41 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 10:51:11 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 11:12:50 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 11:49:24 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:16:14 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:16:44 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:30:44 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 3:23:22 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:16:45 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can



WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:17:15 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:26:40 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:39:25 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:51:36 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:11:28 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:11:58 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:24:11 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:24:41 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:38:05 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:38:35 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:53:12 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:14:48 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:15:18 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:15:48 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:20:48 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:29:35 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:46:45 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 6:55:41 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 7:26:37 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 8:28:45 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 8:29:15 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 8:54:47 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 9:51:16 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 10:58:11 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 11:11:00 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 11:17:59 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 11:18:59 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 11:27:14 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:30:41 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:31:11 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:42:54 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:49:59 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:56:02 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:56:32 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/18/21 12:57:32 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 1:10:40 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 1:18:55 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 1:19:25 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 1:19:55 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 1:39:32 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 1:40:32 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 1:52:05 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 2:11:02 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 2:11:32 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 2:12:32 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 2:24:34 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 2:25:04 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 2:39:57 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 2:50:41 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 3:15:12 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 3:15:42 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 3:16:12 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 3:16:42 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 3:27:00 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 3:37:00 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 3:37:30 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 3:51:35 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:30:41 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:31:11 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:42:24 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:42:54 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:48:59 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:49:29 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:56:01 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:56:31 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 4:57:01 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:11:00 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:11:30 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:17:58 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:18:58 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:27:13 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:27:43 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:51:33 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/18/21 5:58:31 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:16:25 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:16:55 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:17:25 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:17:55 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:27:29 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:28:00 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:28:30 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:29:00 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:38:42 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:47:50 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:48:20 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:18:06 AM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:48:51 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:49:21 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:49:51 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:50:21 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:58:55 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:59:25 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 8:59:06 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 8:59:36 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 9:31:35 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 9:58:59 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 10:31:05 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 10:31:35 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:15:00 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:16:00 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:16:30 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:32:58 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:33:28 AM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:42:15 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 12:12:45 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 12:23:49 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 12:41:04 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 12:42:04 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 12:51:22 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 12:51:52 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 1:23:53 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 1:34:09 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 1:43:43 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:13:19 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:14:19 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:29:27 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:41:36 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:51:32 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:21:42 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:32:03 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:43:18 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:23:15 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:24:01 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:33:56 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:34:26 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:54:02 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:23:09 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:38:39 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:39:39 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:50:29 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 



WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:09:44 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:22:44 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:22:59 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:28:49 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:46:50 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 6:47:20 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:12:54 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:13:24 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:24:20 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 7:37:21 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 10:52:57 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:12:49 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:24:07 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:31:03 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:31:33 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:32:03 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:34:20 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 11:55:12 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 12:41:24 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 12:45:14 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 1:14:14 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 1:14:44 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 1:23:13 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 1:34:14 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 1:43:50 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 1:53:40 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:14:19 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:14:49 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:28:42 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:29:42 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:40:36 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:41:06 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 2:52:02 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op



WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:23:08 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:23:38 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:24:08 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:50:02 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:50:32 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:51:02 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 3:51:32 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:22:20 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:22:50 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:23:50 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:34:46 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:54:32 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:55:02 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 4:56:02 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:12:49 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:13:19 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:22:52 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:23:22 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:24:22 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/19/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:15:00 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:16:00 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:16:30 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:32:27 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:32:57 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:33:27 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:33:57 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:52:03 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:52:33 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:18:26 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:29:05 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:29:35 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:30:05 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:49:44 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:50:14 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:57:40 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:59:25 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 8:45:47 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 8:59:35 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 9:30:49 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 9:31:19 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 9:31:50 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 10:43:30 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:16:25 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:16:55 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:17:25 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:17:55 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:31:13 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:31:43 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:43:02 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:52:17 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:52:47 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:15:39 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:23:29 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:24:29 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:40:29 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:41:29 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:51:57 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:52:57 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:37:27 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:45:15 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:45:45 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:17:37 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21



WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:18:37 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:43:24 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:53:26 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 3:20:09 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 3:33:01 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 3:33:31 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 3:51:24 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:24:04 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:46:47 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:47:47 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:56:08 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:12:44 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:23:17 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:23:32 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:28:07 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:46:34 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 6:47:34 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:12:25 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 7:39:14 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 8:26:01 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 8:27:01 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 8:51:58 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 9:17:25 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 9:38:04 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 10:29:16 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 10:49:27 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:13:20 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 11:55:41 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:23:56 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:42:08 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 12:48:11 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:17:56 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca



WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:18:27 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:28:48 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:29:17 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:38:34 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:39:04 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:47:07 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:54:43 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 1:55:13 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:18:37 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:19:07 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:32:11 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:33:11 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:42:24 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 2:53:56 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 3:28:34 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 3:29:04 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 3:29:34 XM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 3:58:34 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 3:59:34 XM :20 B905704 Building Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:23:08 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:23:38 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:24:38 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:38:52 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:39:52 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:56:07 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:57:07 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 4:57:38 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 5:12:14 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 5:12:44 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 5:23:57 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 5:24:27 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 04/20/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 5:55:10 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/20/21 5:58:45 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:16:25 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:17:25 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:17:55 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:31:27 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:31:57 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:32:27 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:44:02 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:16:57 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:17:27 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:29:35 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:30:05 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:50:55 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:51:25 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:51:55 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 8:50:08 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 8:50:38 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 8:51:09 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 8:51:39 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 9:00:05 AM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 9:30:05 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 9:30:35 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 9:31:05 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 9:31:35 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 9:57:16 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 10:31:05 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 10:31:35 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 10:54:33 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:08:01 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:08:31 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:09:01 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going



WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:09:31 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:20:07 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:20:37 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:36:12 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:48:41 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:49:11 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 12:14:53 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 12:23:25 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 12:23:55 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 12:41:11 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 12:52:48 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 12:53:48 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:35:36 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:46:57 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:18:28 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:18:58 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:19:58 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:32:29 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:32:59 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 3:34:02 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 3:42:48 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 3:52:38 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:18:49 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:32:54 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:43:32 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:44:32 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:23:32 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:38:48 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:39:48 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:51:55 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:27:47 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:45:28 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:45:58 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:46:58 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 6:56:41 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:14:25 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:25:25 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 7:49:27 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 8:24:24 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 8:24:54 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 9:41:29 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 9:53:46 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:34:05 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:55:49 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 11:58:04 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 12:21:39 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 12:43:59 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 12:47:52 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:11:37 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:12:07 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:25:57 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:26:28 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:35:58 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:44:26 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:44:56 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 1:52:43 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:19:28 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:31:44 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:32:44 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:42:24 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 2:54:02 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 3:20:56 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 3:21:56 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 3:22:26 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 3:48:46 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 3:49:46 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import



WUVN-TV 04/21/21 3:50:16 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:17:24 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:17:54 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:18:24 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:18:54 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:33:44 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:56:13 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 4:57:13 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:12:26 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:24:18 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:24:48 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:25:48 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:55:18 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/21/21 5:58:34 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:08:01 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:09:01 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:09:31 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:19:51 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:20:21 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:20:51 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:21:21 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:37:12 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:48:56 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:17:48 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:18:18 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:48:25 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:48:55 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:49:25 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:49:55 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:57:40 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:59:25 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 8:15:09 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 8:45:04 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 8:45:34 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 8:46:04 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 9:30:05 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 9:31:05 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 9:31:35 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 10:43:48 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 11:14:32 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 11:15:02 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 11:15:32 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 11:16:02 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 11:29:09 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 12:25:51 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 12:38:39 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 12:39:09 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 12:40:09 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 12:49:44 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 12:50:44 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:24:02 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:33:52 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:54:34 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:16:00 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:16:30 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:17:30 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:52:41 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:53:11 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:18:16 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:19:16 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:30:47 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:41:49 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:52:34 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:20:36 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:21:06 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:33:54 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:43:50 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:44:20 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:55:53 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:23:18 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:23:48 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:38:25 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:39:25 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:39:55 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:51:26 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:12:48 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:24:15 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:24:46 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:28:36 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:29:06 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:44:49 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:45:49 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 6:56:24 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:12:02 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:26:31 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:27:01 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:38:39 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 7:51:40 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 8:30:00 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 8:40:46 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 8:53:12 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 9:30:53 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 9:41:49 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 10:30:43 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/22/21 10:41:23 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 10:50:59 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 10:51:29 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 11:13:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 11:31:26 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 11:32:26 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 12:21:57 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 12:42:46 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 12:47:09 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:13:34 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:24:41 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:25:10 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:36:49 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:37:19 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:44:55 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:45:25 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 1:53:49 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:17:00 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:17:30 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:30:59 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:31:59 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:42:06 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 2:53:41 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:28:54 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:29:24 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:30:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:58:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 3:58:54 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:19:41 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:20:11 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:20:41 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:34:14 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:34:44 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:56:23 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:57:23 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 4:57:53 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:10:54 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:11:24 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:21:14 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:22:14 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:22:44 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/22/21 5:55:06 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:14:32 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:15:17 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:15:47 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:16:17 AM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:28:53 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:29:23 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:29:53 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:42:37 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:52:14 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 7:17:56 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 7:28:49 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 7:29:19 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 7:29:49 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 7:30:20 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 7:50:39 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 8:46:53 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 9:30:05 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 9:31:35 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 10:43:44 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 11:15:15 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 11:16:45 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 04/23/21 11:31:48 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 11:40:09 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 11:50:20 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:24:20 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:24:50 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:25:20 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:38:22 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:39:22 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:39:52 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:51:43 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:52:14 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:52:44 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:53:14 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 1:37:14 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 1:37:44 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 1:48:05 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 2:16:20 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 2:17:50 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 2:29:32 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:20:28 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:44:00 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:52:38 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:20:19 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:21:04 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:33:11 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:43:35 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:55:25 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:23:41 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:38:35 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:51:51 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:52:21 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:09:54 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:20:17 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15



WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:21:31 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:26:27 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 6:45:20 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 7:17:26 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 7:26:51 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 8:28:49 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 8:42:17 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 8:51:29 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 9:38:17 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 9:53:07 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 10:31:54 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 10:40:59 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 10:41:29 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 11:31:55 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 11:55:57 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:20:43 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 12:27:08 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 1:15:23 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 1:34:20 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 1:41:25 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 1:41:56 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 1:42:56 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 2:28:44 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 2:29:14 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 2:40:11 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 2:41:11 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 2:41:41 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 2:54:39 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:05:44 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:06:14 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:35:05 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:36:05 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca



WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:36:35 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:56:54 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 3:57:54 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:33:29 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:34:00 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:35:00 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:46:54 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 4:47:24 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:00:04 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:01:04 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:01:34 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:24:13 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:34:54 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:35:24 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:55:27 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/23/21 5:55:57 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:13:06 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:13:36 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:23:33 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:24:03 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:24:33 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:40:50 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:41:20 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:52:22 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:53:07 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:53:37 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 8:18:17 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 8:18:47 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 8:19:47 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 04/24/21 8:51:16 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 8:51:46 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 8:52:16 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 8:52:46 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 9:20:59 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 9:21:29 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 9:22:00 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 9:49:55 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 9:50:25 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 10:21:01 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 10:21:32 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 10:49:22 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 10:50:23 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 11:13:49 AM :20 B905704 Building Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 11:29:15 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 11:57:56 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 11:58:06 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 11:59:16 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 12:27:56 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 12:28:06 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 12:28:36 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 12:29:16 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 12:57:56 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 12:58:36 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 1:28:54 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:21:44 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:32:41 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:33:11 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:43:16 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:51:24 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:59:25 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 3:46:19 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:11:22 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:12:52 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 6:44:20 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 7:19:23 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 8:55:54 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 04/24/21 8:56:24 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 9:00:22 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 10:05:08 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 11:08:39 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 11:09:09 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 11:12:36 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 12:21:51 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 12:36:27 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 12:47:18 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 1:10:37 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 1:21:51 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 1:35:35 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 1:36:05 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 1:46:30 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 1:57:47 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:05:32 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:21:26 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:44:45 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:45:15 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:55:42 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 2:56:12 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 3:05:47 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 3:14:25 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 3:22:26 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 3:25:28 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 3:25:58 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 3:51:51 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 3:52:21 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 3:57:30 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 4:13:07 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 4:22:57 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 4:23:58 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 4:42:38 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 04/24/21 4:54:12 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 4:55:13 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 4:55:43 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 5:11:55 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 5:12:25 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 5:23:46 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 5:24:16 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 5:47:36 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 5:48:36 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/24/21 5:58:51 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 6:14:05 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 6:22:51 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 6:23:21 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 6:23:51 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 6:24:21 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 6:41:10 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 6:52:15 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 6:52:45 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 6:53:15 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 8:28:54 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 8:29:24 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 9:17:13 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 9:17:44 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 9:18:14 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 9:28:03 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 9:28:33 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 9:39:06 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 9:39:36 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 9:49:18 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 9:49:48 AM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 10:30:08 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times



WUVN-TV 04/25/21 10:30:38 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 10:50:59 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 11:13:08 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 11:26:45 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 11:27:15 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 11:39:10 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 12:30:25 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 12:43:16 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 12:57:10 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:21:41 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:22:12 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:22:42 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:49:01 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:12:55 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:13:55 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:28:24 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:50:11 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:24:31 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:25:01 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:51:57 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:59:11 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:13:35 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:26:48 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:38:58 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:50:36 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:29:34 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:47:51 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 10:46:46 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 10:58:06 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 11:09:31 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 11:20:28 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 11:20:58 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 11:30:07 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 12:34:12 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 12:34:42 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can



WUVN-TV 04/25/21 12:43:37 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 12:49:22 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 12:55:59 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 12:57:00 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:14:26 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:22:52 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:23:22 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:42:02 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:42:33 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 1:43:03 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:17:49 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:18:19 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:19:19 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:30:08 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:30:38 XM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:40:09 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:50:29 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 2:50:59 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:16:13 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:16:43 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:17:13 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:28:02 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:28:32 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:38:36 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:49:18 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 3:49:48 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:34:12 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:43:07 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:43:37 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:48:52 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:49:22 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:55:59 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:56:29 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 4:57:29 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:09:31 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:10:01 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:19:57 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:20:57 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:30:07 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:30:37 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:51:05 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/25/21 5:58:35 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:15:15 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:15:45 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:16:15 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:16:45 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:31:32 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:32:02 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:32:32 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:41:09 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:49:10 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:49:40 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:50:10 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:50:40 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:51:10 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 8:48:12 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 8:59:01 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 9:30:05 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 9:30:35 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 9:31:05 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 9:31:35 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times



WUVN-TV 04/26/21 9:42:35 AM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 9:58:12 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 9:58:42 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 10:30:50 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 10:31:20 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 10:31:50 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 10:42:39 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:12:57 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:13:26 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:13:56 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:14:26 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:24:13 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:36:50 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:37:20 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:17:52 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:26:01 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:41:21 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:41:51 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:42:51 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:51:15 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:52:16 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:52:46 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:53:16 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:23:21 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:32:07 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:44:57 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:45:27 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:14:31 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:15:31 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:30:54 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:42:48 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:51:43 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:19:34 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:20:34 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:30:50 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:41:51 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:52:19 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:52:49 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:23:45 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:24:15 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:34:33 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:42:37 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:43:37 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:53:43 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:54:13 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:24:28 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:24:58 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:37:56 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:38:56 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:50:18 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:22:49 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:23:34 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:28:14 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:45:52 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:46:52 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 6:47:22 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:15:04 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:15:34 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:41:06 PM :15 B905948 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :15

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 7:52:33 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 8:33:57 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 8:34:27 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 8:49:33 PM :30 B905941 Flu Vaccination_No Time For Flu :30

It’s Not Too Late to Get a Flu Shot Up to 45 million Americans get sick with the flu each year. There’s still time to get a flu shot to protect yourself and those around you and help save 

critical medical resources for COVID-19 patients. Air PSAs to encou

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 8:50:03 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 8:51:03 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 9:29:12 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 9:39:50 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati



WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:25:55 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:32:20 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:33:50 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:34:20 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:55:49 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 11:57:59 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:23:07 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:23:37 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:42:14 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 12:48:43 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:13:24 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:27:18 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:27:48 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:37:02 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:45:10 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 1:54:26 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:15:31 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:16:01 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:29:39 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:30:09 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:31:09 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:41:48 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:52:13 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 2:52:43 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:25:13 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:26:13 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:26:43 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:52:01 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 3:53:01 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:22:19 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:23:20 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:34:23 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:34:53 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:53:58 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:54:27 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 4:55:27 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:13:36 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:14:06 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:23:45 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:24:45 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:55:18 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/26/21 5:58:29 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:12:56 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:13:56 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:14:26 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:23:27 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:23:57 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:24:27 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:24:57 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:38:20 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:48:47 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:49:17 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:17:43 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:18:14 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:46:18 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:46:48 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:47:18 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:47:48 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:58:09 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:58:39 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:59:09 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 8:18:23 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 8:32:04 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.



WUVN-TV 04/27/21 8:32:34 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 8:33:04 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 8:47:23 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 9:57:26 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 10:30:35 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 10:31:35 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:16:27 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:17:27 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:17:57 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:31:02 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:41:00 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:41:30 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:52:07 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:15:03 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:25:03 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:25:33 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:26:33 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:42:58 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:43:28 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:44:28 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:51:58 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:52:58 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:23:15 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:33:27 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:45:18 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:46:18 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:56:33 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:13:55 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:14:25 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:15:25 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:27:22 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:36:57 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:37:28 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:43:40 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:50:14 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:47:29 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:47:59 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:54:32 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:59:12 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:26:18 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:26:48 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:41:45 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:42:45 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:52:08 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:12:20 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:25:13 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:28:45 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:45:29 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:45:59 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:55:38 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 6:56:09 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:18:29 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:18:59 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:28:28 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:36:09 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:36:54 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 7:50:45 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 8:27:51 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 8:41:55 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 8:51:03 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 9:30:45 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 10:17:18 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 10:31:25 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 10:40:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 10:52:15 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 04/27/21 10:52:45 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:26:02 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:32:14 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:33:35 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:34:05 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:24:20 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:42:12 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 12:46:47 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:09:10 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:09:41 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:19:17 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:28:08 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:28:38 XM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:36:41 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 1:52:11 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:17:27 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:17:57 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:29:47 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:30:47 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:41:00 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 2:51:37 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:00:05 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:28:55 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:29:25 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:30:05 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:58:45 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 3:58:55 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 4:20:34 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 4:21:35 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 4:32:32 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 4:33:32 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 4:55:02 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op



WUVN-TV 04/27/21 4:56:02 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 4:56:32 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:15:13 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:15:43 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:24:28 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:25:28 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:54:21 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/27/21 5:58:12 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:16:43 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:17:43 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:18:13 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:27:17 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:27:47 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:28:17 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:28:47 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:39:21 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:39:51 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:49:03 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:17:07 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:17:37 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:18:08 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:49:08 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:49:38 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:50:08 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:50:38 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:58:24 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio



WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 8:48:55 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 8:49:25 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 10:30:35 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 10:31:35 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 10:42:55 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:28:37 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:29:07 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:30:07 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:39:38 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:49:56 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:50:26 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 12:25:27 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 12:26:57 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 12:42:54 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 12:43:24 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 12:50:05 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 12:51:05 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:21:22 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:34:31 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:35:01 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:45:54 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:57:35 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:15:41 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:16:41 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:27:20 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:37:07 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:37:38 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:43:32 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:44:02 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:49:47 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:50:18 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 3:48:33 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:25:30 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:41:37 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:42:37 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:52:53 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:13:29 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:22:50 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:23:35 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:28:00 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:45:32 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 6:56:33 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:13:58 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:28:58 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 7:41:33 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 8:31:08 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 8:32:08 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 8:41:23 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 8:50:58 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 8:51:28 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:31:31 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:34:04 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:34:34 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 11:55:54 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 12:22:22 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 12:22:52 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 12:44:02 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:16:00 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:24:13 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:24:43 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:35:52 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:44:52 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:45:22 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 



WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:53:16 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 1:53:46 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:17:44 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:18:14 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:27:18 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:27:48 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:28:48 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:39:36 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 2:49:18 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 3:23:54 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 3:24:24 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 3:25:24 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 3:44:58 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 3:45:58 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 4:18:27 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 4:18:57 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 4:19:57 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 4:33:20 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 4:33:50 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 4:56:35 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 4:57:35 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:14:08 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:14:38 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:22:04 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:22:34 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:23:34 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/28/21 5:55:23 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:16:18 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:16:48 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:17:18 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:17:48 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:27:18 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:27:48 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:28:18 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:37:21 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:37:51 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:49:35 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:50:05 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:17:57 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:48:07 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:48:37 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:49:07 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:49:37 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:50:08 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:57:24 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:57:54 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 8:47:52 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 8:48:22 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 8:59:45 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 9:46:48 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 10:42:48 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 10:43:18 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 11:11:43 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 11:12:44 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 11:13:14 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 11:29:36 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 11:41:03 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 11:52:39 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times



WUVN-TV 04/29/21 11:53:09 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:15:09 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:25:38 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:26:38 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:42:19 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:43:19 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:51:40 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:52:10 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:53:10 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:53:40 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 1:46:17 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:15:27 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:15:58 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:16:58 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:40:16 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:19:08 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:29:32 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:30:02 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:39:28 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:51:37 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:52:07 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:21:35 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:34:13 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:44:51 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:45:21 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:45:51 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:57:01 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:22:36 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:40:14 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:40:44 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:48:12 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:48:43 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:12:10 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:23:50 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:24:20 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:28:38 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:44:03 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:44:33 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:45:03 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 6:55:23 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:13:50 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:26:05 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:38:24 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 7:38:55 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 8:29:01 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 8:29:31 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 8:30:01 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 8:39:19 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 9:19:50 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 11:31:41 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:26:57 XM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:44:14 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 12:49:04 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 1:16:36 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 1:17:06 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 1:26:14 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 1:35:31 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 1:44:31 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 1:51:29 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:16:27 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:16:58 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:28:42 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:29:12 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:29:42 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:39:46 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 



WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:40:16 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:51:21 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 2:51:51 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:28:54 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:30:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:58:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 3:58:54 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:20:39 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:21:09 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:21:39 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:34:33 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:35:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:57:01 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:57:31 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 4:58:31 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:14:04 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:23:54 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:24:24 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:25:25 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:55:05 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/29/21 5:58:50 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:11:43 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:13:13 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:29:50 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:30:21 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:30:51 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:42:03 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:53:24 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:28:49 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:29:19 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:29:49 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:30:19 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:45:26 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:45:57 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:46:27 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 8:46:31 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 8:47:31 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 8:59:22 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 9:45:53 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 9:59:27 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 9:59:57 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 10:43:11 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 10:54:55 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:13:22 AM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:14:21 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:14:52 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:28:15 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:28:45 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:39:50 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:51:23 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:09:11 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:23:19 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:24:19 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:24:49 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:42:02 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:43:02 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.



WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:52:40 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:53:40 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:54:40 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 1:34:11 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:14:23 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:15:39 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:16:09 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:44:02 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:52:07 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:21:54 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:31:24 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:31:54 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:42:08 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:51:33 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:19:15 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:30:03 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:41:41 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:42:41 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:56:16 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:22:27 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:39:43 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:40:43 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:49:43 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:13:04 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:13:35 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:21:14 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:21:59 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:22:30 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:25:53 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:26:23 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:44:18 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 6:55:55 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:15:19 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21



WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:37:28 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 7:53:13 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 8:30:31 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 8:31:01 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 8:41:58 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 8:52:07 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 9:43:19 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 10:42:14 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 10:53:45 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:10:20 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:10:50 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:25:25 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:30:50 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:31:50 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:32:20 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:33:35 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:17:40 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:26:02 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 12:27:02 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 1:22:50 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 1:45:15 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 1:45:45 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 1:52:20 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 1:53:20 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 1:53:50 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:15:24 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:15:54 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:29:58 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:30:59 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:43:33 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:44:03 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 2:52:38 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:24:35 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:25:05 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:26:06 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:47:17 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:47:47 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 3:48:18 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:18:20 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:18:50 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:19:20 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:19:50 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:30:23 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:30:53 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:31:23 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:56:46 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:57:16 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 4:57:46 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:13:47 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:25:09 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:26:09 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:26:39 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:54:23 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 04/30/21 5:58:38 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:14:24 AM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:23:32 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:24:02 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:24:32 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:45:15 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:53:40 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:54:10 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:54:41 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:20:12 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:20:42 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:21:12 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:21:42 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:50:20 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:50:50 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:51:20 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:51:50 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 9:18:15 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 9:18:45 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 9:19:15 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 9:19:45 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 9:50:30 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 9:51:00 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 9:51:30 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 9:52:00 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 10:20:03 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 10:51:29 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 10:51:59 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:09:34 AM :20 B905704 Building Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:20:50 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:30:08 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:58:49 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:58:59 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:59:29 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:28:39 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:29:09 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:29:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:59:09 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:28:55 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:52:44 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:17:56 PM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:18:26 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:32:42 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:42:49 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:43:19 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:52:13 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:58:54 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:13:32 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:23:36 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:42:47 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:43:17 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:47:11 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:47:42 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:39:57 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:44:59 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:45:30 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:49:16 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:50:16 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:06:01 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:06:31 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:07:31 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:16:34 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 6:41:30 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 7:16:01 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 7:36:59 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:53:28 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:56:21 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 8:57:21 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 9:58:56 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 10:11:36 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 10:12:06 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 10:48:30 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 10:57:08 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:14:26 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:14:56 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:15:26 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going



WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:25:43 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:26:13 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:49:12 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 11:50:12 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:00:39 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:01:10 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:15:35 XM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:28:52 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:29:22 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:38:32 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:39:02 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:39:32 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:54:53 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 12:55:23 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:15:21 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:15:51 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:25:21 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:25:51 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:26:21 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:26:51 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:38:01 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 1:51:51 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:20:31 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:21:01 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:35:17 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:45:24 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:45:54 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 2:54:48 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:01:33 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:29:58 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:30:28 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:50:16 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:50:45 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 3:56:25 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:09:01 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:09:31 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:21:48 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:22:48 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:45:25 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:45:55 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:53:33 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:54:04 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 4:55:04 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 5:12:31 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 5:13:31 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 5:21:23 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 5:47:06 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 5:47:36 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 5:48:06 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 5:48:37 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/01/21 5:58:04 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:00:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:28:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:28:54 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:29:24 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:30:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:58:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:58:54 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:59:24 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 8:28:54 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 8:29:24 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 8:58:54 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 8:59:24 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:13:55 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:15:25 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:27:32 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:28:02 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:37:09 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:50:40 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:51:10 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 10:25:41 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 10:26:11 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 10:26:41 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 10:27:11 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 10:37:56 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 10:38:26 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 10:50:20 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 11:13:03 AM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 11:13:33 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 11:26:00 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 11:26:30 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 11:27:00 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 11:38:36 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 11:39:06 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:15:35 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:16:05 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:31:40 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:44:29 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:57:17 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:08:49 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:09:20 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:17:30 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:18:00 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:19:00 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:28:28 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:28:58 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:42:34 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:15:15 PM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:16:15 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:30:39 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:40:56 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:53:22 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:22:11 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:35:05 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:50:05 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:57:02 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:13:28 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:14:28 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:30:18 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:39:54 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:53:49 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:54:19 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:10:54 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:18:36 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:19:37 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:20:07 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:33:30 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:51:48 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:13:06 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:14:06 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:24:49 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:25:49 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:29:04 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:44:45 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 6:56:30 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 7:50:33 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 7:51:03 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 8:57:56 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 8:58:26 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:39:19 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:49:53 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:50:23 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati



WUVN-TV 05/02/21 9:56:14 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 10:57:09 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 11:06:37 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:02:14 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:13:26 XM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:13:56 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:21:36 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:22:06 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:22:36 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:23:06 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:29:47 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 12:30:47 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:02:12 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:30:07 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:30:37 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:43:44 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:49:33 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:55:40 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:56:10 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 1:56:40 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:13:45 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:21:05 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:21:35 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:22:35 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:42:37 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:43:07 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:43:37 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 2:56:05 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:13:25 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:13:55 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:14:25 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:27:33 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:28:03 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:36:09 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 3:50:40 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:30:08 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:30:38 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:43:44 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:44:14 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:49:04 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:55:41 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:56:41 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 4:57:10 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:10:06 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:18:16 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:18:46 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:19:16 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:26:58 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:27:28 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:53:47 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/02/21 5:58:51 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:13:21 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:13:51 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:14:21 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:14:51 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:27:59 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:28:29 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:28:59 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:29:30 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:40:20 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:40:50 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:51:08 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:51:38 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:17:36 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:18:06 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:18:36 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont



WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:47:24 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:47:54 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:48:24 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:48:54 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:49:24 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:48:04 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:48:34 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:49:04 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:59:06 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:59:36 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 9:30:34 AM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 10:00:10 AM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 10:30:34 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 10:45:33 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:18:59 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:19:29 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:20:29 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:29:42 AM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:38:43 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:39:13 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:52:02 AM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:15:47 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:16:17 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including



WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:24:52 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:25:22 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:43:42 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:44:42 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:52:28 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:53:28 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:53:58 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:25:57 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:37:03 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:45:46 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:56:17 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:16:35 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:17:19 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:17:49 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:18:19 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:30:29 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:30:59 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:43:04 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:43:35 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:52:44 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:14:15 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:14:45 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:29:02 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:40:24 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:40:54 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:51:20 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:18:49 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:29:49 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:41:50 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:42:20 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:42:50 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:43:20 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:56:28 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:41:38 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:42:38 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:43:08 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:51:32 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:11:57 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:23:48 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:24:18 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:27:53 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:43:02 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:44:02 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:55:56 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 6:56:26 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:16:52 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:28:23 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:28:54 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:38:41 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 7:50:21 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:28:01 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:37:01 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:37:31 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:48:44 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 8:49:14 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 9:21:43 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 9:32:22 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 9:32:52 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 9:42:21 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 9:42:51 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 9:54:12 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 10:19:18 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 10:32:10 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 10:40:54 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 10:53:48 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:13:02 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:13:32 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:25:50 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:31:30 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:32:31 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:34:05 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:55:35 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 11:58:00 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:18:44 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:19:15 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:43:11 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:47:51 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 12:48:22 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:15:49 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:16:19 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:26:13 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:26:43 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:35:30 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:36:00 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:44:55 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:52:48 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 1:53:18 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:17:35 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:18:05 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:30:14 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:30:44 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:42:34 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 2:53:13 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:22:54 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:23:24 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:23:54 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:53:10 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 3:54:10 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:17:54 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:18:24 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:19:24 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:29:38 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:30:09 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:56:27 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:56:58 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:57:28 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 4:57:58 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:15:27 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:15:57 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:24:27 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:25:28 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:55:38 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/03/21 5:58:30 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:18:59 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:19:29 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:19:59 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:20:29 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:29:58 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:30:28 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:30:58 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:52:18 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:52:48 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:16:00 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:16:30 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:47:04 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:47:34 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:48:05 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:48:35 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:49:05 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:57:54 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:58:24 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:19:04 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:47:18 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:47:48 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:48:18 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:48:48 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:59:23 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 9:31:50 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 9:58:46 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 10:44:07 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 11:18:19 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 11:18:49 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 11:19:49 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 11:53:23 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:26:40 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:27:40 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:42:20 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:43:20 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:43:50 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:53:22 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:53:52 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:54:52 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:55:22 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 05/04/21 1:22:03 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 1:32:40 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:14:42 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:15:42 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:27:22 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:36:56 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:37:26 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:42:51 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:51:26 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:58:56 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:03:23 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:27:23 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:41:39 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:42:39 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:43:09 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:52:50 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:12:54 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:13:24 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:23:17 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:23:32 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:24:02 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:28:15 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:28:45 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:47:17 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:47:47 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:48:17 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:57:33 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 6:58:03 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:17:00 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:28:54 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:37:21 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:48:20 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 7:48:50 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:26:32 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30



WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:27:02 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:27:33 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:37:55 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:49:45 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 8:50:15 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 9:18:19 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 9:41:23 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 9:53:00 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 9:53:30 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 10:31:17 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 10:41:48 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 10:53:56 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 11:13:59 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 11:30:44 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 11:33:34 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 11:34:04 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 11:56:34 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:23:36 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:44:06 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:44:36 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 12:48:46 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 1:13:41 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 1:14:11 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 1:25:03 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 1:35:33 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 1:36:03 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 1:45:39 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 1:54:30 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:19:20 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:19:50 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:31:22 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:32:22 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:42:25 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 2:52:53 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:00:05 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:28:54 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:29:24 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:30:05 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:58:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:58:55 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 3:59:25 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:19:53 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:20:23 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:21:23 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:31:45 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:32:45 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:51:39 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:52:09 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:52:39 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 4:53:09 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:14:36 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:15:06 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:25:52 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:26:52 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/04/21 5:58:48 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:18:19 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:19:19 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:31:21 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:31:52 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:32:22 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:32:52 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:42:40 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:43:10 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:52:38 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:19:16 AM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio



WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:45:13 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:45:43 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:46:13 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:46:44 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:58:09 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:58:39 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:59:10 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:18:30 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:19:00 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:32:04 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:32:34 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:33:04 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:19:03 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:19:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:20:34 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:45:27 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:59:49 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 10:00:19 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 10:54:21 AM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:14:42 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:15:12 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:16:12 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:30:08 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:40:41 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:53:08 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:53:38 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:19:49 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:27:19 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:27:49 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:39:27 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:39:57 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:55:29 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:56:29 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:44:36 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:45:06 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:46:06 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:57:31 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:15:49 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:16:49 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:27:53 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:36:52 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:37:22 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:43:23 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:50:15 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 3:48:01 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:26:09 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:43:45 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:52:43 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:14:03 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:23:31 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:24:31 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:25:01 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:28:11 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:28:41 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:49:31 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:56:01 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 6:56:31 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:15:07 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:27:20 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:38:03 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 7:52:34 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:27:38 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont



WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:28:08 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:28:38 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:38:48 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 8:39:18 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:15:54 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:29:08 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:39:09 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:39:54 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:50:14 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 9:50:44 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 10:16:48 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 10:28:59 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 10:38:55 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 10:50:13 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 10:50:43 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:13:29 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:13:59 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:25:29 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:30:42 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:31:12 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:32:13 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:34:05 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 11:54:55 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:23:04 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:43:16 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 12:48:21 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:19:01 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:19:31 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:29:07 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:39:21 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:47:53 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:48:23 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:54:42 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 1:55:12 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:15:43 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:16:13 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:29:24 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:29:54 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:30:54 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:40:41 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 2:53:08 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 3:26:37 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 3:27:08 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 3:28:08 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 3:48:45 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 3:49:45 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 3:50:15 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 4:19:00 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 4:19:30 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 4:20:30 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 4:33:58 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 4:34:28 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 4:56:00 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 4:57:00 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:11:12 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:11:43 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:26:59 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:27:29 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:27:59 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:28:29 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:54:25 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/05/21 5:58:42 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:14:42 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:15:43 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:16:13 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:29:24 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:29:54 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:30:24 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:30:54 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:41:26 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:16:32 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:17:02 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:48:51 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:49:21 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:49:51 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:50:21 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:58:24 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:18:23 AM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:49:01 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:49:31 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:50:01 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:58:56 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:59:26 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 9:46:57 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 10:42:15 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 



WUVN-TV 05/06/21 10:42:45 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:19:32 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:20:17 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:21:17 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:33:14 AM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:42:24 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:52:39 AM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:18:30 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:26:53 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:42:35 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:43:35 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:50:40 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:51:40 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 1:26:53 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 1:48:00 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 1:56:48 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:12:18 PM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:13:18 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:28:25 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:18:26 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:30:03 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:41:04 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:50:18 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:22:22 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:34:24 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:45:20 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:45:50 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:55:21 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:23:33 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:24:03 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:37:37 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:38:07 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:39:08 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:50:58 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:51:28 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:12:03 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:12:33 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:22:40 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:23:10 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:27:03 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:47:13 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:47:43 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 6:56:11 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:14:47 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:15:17 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:27:37 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 7:28:07 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:28:24 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:28:54 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:40:42 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:41:12 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:50:24 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:50:54 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 8:51:24 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 9:18:34 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 9:42:29 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 9:53:56 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 10:30:06 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 10:40:13 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 10:54:23 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:11:29 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:30:54 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:31:54 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:33:35 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:54:57 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times



WUVN-TV 05/06/21 11:58:02 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:26:24 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:42:27 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:47:26 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 12:47:56 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 1:15:17 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 1:15:47 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 1:25:43 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 1:33:26 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 1:44:25 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 1:53:13 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:13:18 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:13:48 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:27:10 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:27:40 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:28:40 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:41:04 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:41:34 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 2:53:30 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:00:05 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:28:45 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:28:55 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:30:05 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:58:45 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 3:58:55 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:21:27 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:21:57 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:22:27 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:34:44 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:55:51 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:56:21 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:56:51 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 4:57:21 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:14:51 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado



WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:15:21 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:22:41 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:23:41 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:24:11 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:33:55 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:34:25 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:54:28 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/06/21 5:58:33 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:19:32 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:20:32 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:21:03 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:34:00 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:34:30 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:43:25 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:43:55 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:52:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:53:24 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:18:07 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:18:37 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:48:15 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:48:46 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:49:16 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:49:46 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:50:16 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:58:55 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:59:25 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:45:36 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:46:07 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:59:28 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21



WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:31:35 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:57:30 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 10:30:34 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 10:45:45 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:16:43 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:17:43 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:18:13 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:27:32 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:28:02 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 12:23:30 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 12:24:00 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 12:24:30 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 12:25:00 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 12:42:37 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 12:43:37 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 12:52:05 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 12:53:35 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:26:17 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:37:38 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:38:08 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:46:28 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:13:26 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:14:56 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:28:06 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:52:35 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 3:18:36 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 3:40:58 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 3:41:28 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:18:32 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:19:02 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:30:48 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:41:37 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:42:37 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:53:44 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:54:14 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:25:17 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:25:32 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:40:39 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:41:09 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:52:25 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:10:16 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:21:50 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:22:20 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:22:50 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:25:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:26:26 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:26:56 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:45:04 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:45:34 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 6:46:34 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:14:48 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:15:18 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:27:09 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:51:03 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 7:51:33 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:28:02 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:28:32 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:29:02 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:40:23 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:40:53 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:49:38 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:50:08 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 8:50:38 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:16:50 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:28:24 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:28:54 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:39:29 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:49:46 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 9:50:16 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 10:30:16 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 10:30:46 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 10:43:30 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 10:53:14 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 10:53:44 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:25:00 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:31:03 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:31:33 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:34:08 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 11:34:38 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 12:50:18 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:10:46 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:11:15 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:16:22 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:17:22 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:39:39 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:50:19 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 1:51:19 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:14:26 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:14:56 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:27:21 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:28:21 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:41:56 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 2:53:05 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 3:25:34 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 3:26:04 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 3:27:04 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 3:51:45 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op



WUVN-TV 05/07/21 3:52:45 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:17:37 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:18:07 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:19:07 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:31:08 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:31:38 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:32:08 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:54:14 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:54:44 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:55:14 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 4:55:44 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:14:52 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:15:23 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:24:35 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:25:36 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:26:06 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:55:08 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/07/21 5:58:43 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:11:34 AM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:12:04 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:22:56 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:23:26 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:23:56 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:24:26 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:43:49 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:44:19 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:52:37 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:53:07 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:53:37 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 8:21:17 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21



WUVN-TV 05/08/21 8:22:47 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 8:52:32 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 8:53:02 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 8:53:32 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 8:54:02 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 9:20:41 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 9:21:11 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 9:48:29 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 9:48:59 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 9:49:29 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 10:19:51 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 10:20:21 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 10:20:51 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 10:51:01 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 10:51:31 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:09:44 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:10:14 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:10:44 AM :20 B905704 Building Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:22:55 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:23:25 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:31:19 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:00:00 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:00:10 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:00:40 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:30:20 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:30:50 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 1:00:50 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 1:28:54 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 1:44:42 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:20:43 PM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:21:13 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:35:20 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:46:08 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:53:33 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati



WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:58:54 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:11:40 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:20:47 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:39:25 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:46:00 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:40:00 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:45:18 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:49:36 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:50:37 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:48:21 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:11:25 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:11:55 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:12:55 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:22:25 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:22:55 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 6:47:32 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 7:14:06 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 7:15:07 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 7:27:38 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 7:40:44 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 7:50:09 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 7:50:24 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 7:54:24 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 9:00:11 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 9:01:11 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 10:04:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 10:28:52 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 10:47:38 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 10:57:21 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:14:06 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:14:36 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:15:06 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:30:31 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:54:27 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:54:57 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 11:55:27 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:04:36 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:05:06 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:17:01 XM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:17:31 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:28:39 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:29:09 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:45:09 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:45:39 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:46:09 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:46:39 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 12:57:50 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 1:18:31 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 1:19:01 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 1:28:36 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 1:42:16 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 1:56:41 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:26:57 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:27:27 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:41:03 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:51:52 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:52:22 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:59:16 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 2:59:46 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:05:08 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:06:30 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:46:37 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:47:07 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:56:05 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 3:56:35 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:08:57 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going



WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:09:27 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:24:48 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:25:18 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:25:48 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:44:18 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:55:01 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 4:56:01 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:10:05 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:10:35 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:11:05 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:19:47 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:20:17 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:48:43 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:49:43 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:50:13 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/08/21 5:58:23 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:00:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:28:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:28:54 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:29:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:30:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:58:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:58:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:59:24 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 8:28:54 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 8:29:24 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 8:59:10 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 8:59:40 AM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 9:18:18 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 9:18:48 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 9:29:35 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 9:38:50 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 9:39:20 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont



WUVN-TV 05/09/21 9:49:55 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 9:50:25 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:29:22 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:29:53 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:30:23 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:30:53 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:41:57 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:51:49 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:52:19 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:12:57 AM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:25:25 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:25:55 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:26:25 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:38:18 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:38:48 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:51:29 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:51:59 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:17:10 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:27:31 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:39:51 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:54:21 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:06:53 PM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:07:23 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:20:45 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:21:46 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:22:16 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:35:57 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:15:23 PM :30 B905823 Juntos Hacia Adelante (B905823)

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:16:23 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:16:53 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:28:27 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:28:57 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:40:38 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:25:19 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:54:31 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:55:01 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:58:59 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:13:44 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:14:45 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:30:37 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:41:47 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:24:08 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:35:15 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:35:45 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:54:46 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:08:55 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:09:55 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:20:25 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:21:25 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:29:05 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:45:32 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:46:02 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:46:32 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 6:56:35 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 7:25:23 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 7:37:07 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 7:38:07 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 7:50:16 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 9:21:46 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:49:25 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:49:56 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 10:56:47 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:10:39 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:20:26 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:21:26 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:21:56 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be



WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:29:56 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:30:26 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 11:58:35 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:32:48 XM :30 B905041 Boston Juntos Podemos End 5/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:33:18 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:44:14 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:49:17 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:55:15 XM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:55:46 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:56:16 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 12:56:46 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:12:40 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:22:54 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:23:24 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:23:54 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:24:24 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:40:45 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:41:15 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:42:15 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 1:52:38 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:15:36 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:16:06 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:16:36 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:17:06 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:30:23 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 2:51:34 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:16:48 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:17:19 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:18:19 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:29:06 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:29:36 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:38:20 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:49:55 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 3:50:25 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:32:49 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:33:19 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:44:14 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:48:48 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:55:16 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:55:46 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 4:56:46 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:10:09 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:10:39 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:20:27 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:21:27 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:21:57 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:29:56 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:30:26 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:51:50 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/09/21 5:58:35 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:16:43 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:17:13 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:17:43 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:18:14 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:27:18 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:27:48 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:28:18 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:28:48 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:39:51 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:48:33 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:49:03 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:18:47 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:19:17 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:29:35 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:30:05 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:47:42 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:48:12 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation



WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:48:42 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:49:12 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:49:43 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 8:17:22 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 8:45:48 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 8:46:18 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 8:46:48 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 8:47:18 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 8:58:55 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 9:31:20 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 9:31:50 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 9:42:21 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 9:57:19 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 10:30:34 AM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 10:43:15 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 10:43:45 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:15:25 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:15:55 AM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:16:55 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:29:35 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:38:50 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:39:20 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:54:02 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:14:34 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:23:47 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:24:47 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:42:44 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:43:44 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be



WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:44:14 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:50:44 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:51:44 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:52:44 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:26:35 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:36:08 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:36:38 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:43:55 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:13:27 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:13:57 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:14:57 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:28:35 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:42:04 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:53:06 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:15:22 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:15:52 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:16:22 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:28:27 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:41:52 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:51:30 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:21:42 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:22:12 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:32:14 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:44:40 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:45:10 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:45:40 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:46:10 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:22:11 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:37:17 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:37:47 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:38:17 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:51:17 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:11:30 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:12:00 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 



WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:21:30 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:22:00 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:22:30 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:27:20 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:45:09 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:46:09 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 6:46:39 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:12:56 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:24:18 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:38:59 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:48:43 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 7:49:13 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 8:29:15 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 8:41:29 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 8:52:10 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 9:28:18 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 9:38:46 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 9:50:32 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 10:32:08 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 10:54:35 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:13:36 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:32:09 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:33:59 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 11:55:03 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:25:35 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:26:05 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:44:52 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:49:14 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 12:49:44 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:08:48 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:09:18 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:24:35 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:25:05 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:35:12 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:35:42 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:45:01 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:54:11 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 1:54:41 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:14:27 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:14:57 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:27:20 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:28:20 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:41:34 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 2:53:05 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:25:38 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:26:08 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:26:38 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:27:08 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:54:09 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:54:39 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:55:09 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 3:55:39 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:20:47 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:21:17 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:21:47 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:22:18 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:32:03 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:32:33 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:55:40 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 4:56:40 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:15:00 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:15:30 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:23:45 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:24:15 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:33:55 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:34:25 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:54:32 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/10/21 5:58:19 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:15:25 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:15:55 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:16:40 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:17:10 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:28:51 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:29:21 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:29:51 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:30:21 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:39:50 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:40:20 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:53:47 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:54:17 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:16:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:17:24 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:17:54 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:47:40 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:48:10 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:48:40 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:49:10 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:49:40 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 8:46:56 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 8:47:26 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 8:47:56 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/11/21 8:59:45 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:45:00 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:55:59 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 10:31:04 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 10:44:58 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:10:40 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:11:10 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:12:10 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:25:07 AM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:36:15 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:48:43 AM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:17:57 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:25:13 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:26:13 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:26:43 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:40:35 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:41:35 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:54:08 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:55:08 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:56:08 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:25:58 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:37:00 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:48:14 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:48:44 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:11:58 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:12:28 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:12:58 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:42:21 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:52:42 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:53:12 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:21:55 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:33:16 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:42:04 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:52:35 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:24:20 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:24:50 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:35:53 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:43:14 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:44:14 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:44:44 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:56:22 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:22:24 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:39:33 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:40:33 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:11:05 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:11:35 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:23:55 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:24:25 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:27:50 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:28:20 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:44:53 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:45:23 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:45:53 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:56:37 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 6:57:07 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:15:56 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:16:26 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:25:49 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:38:06 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 7:38:36 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 8:29:18 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 8:29:48 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 8:30:18 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 05/11/21 8:39:23 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 8:52:01 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:17:19 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:28:12 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:43:27 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:43:57 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 9:55:02 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 10:31:51 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 10:41:26 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 10:52:44 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:31:28 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:33:51 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:34:36 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:55:28 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 11:58:13 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:24:24 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:24:54 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:43:00 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 12:47:54 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:09:37 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:10:07 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:27:53 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:36:37 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:37:08 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:46:05 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 1:53:55 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:12:58 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:13:28 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:27:15 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:28:16 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:41:51 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:53:12 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 2:53:42 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:28:45 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:28:55 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:29:25 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:30:05 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:58:45 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:58:55 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 3:59:25 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:23:25 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:23:55 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:24:25 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:35:43 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:36:13 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:36:43 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:56:51 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:57:52 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 4:58:22 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:12:51 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:13:21 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:26:39 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:27:39 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:34:25 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:54:58 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/11/21 5:58:44 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:10:40 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:11:10 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:11:41 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:12:11 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:25:08 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:25:38 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:26:08 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:26:38 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:37:45 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:48:58 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont



WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:49:28 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:17:34 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:18:04 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:30:05 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:49:35 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:50:05 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:50:35 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:51:05 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:57:40 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:58:24 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:17:38 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:47:07 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:47:37 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:48:07 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:59:16 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 9:47:00 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 9:56:41 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 9:57:11 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 10:31:04 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 10:45:08 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 10:55:28 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:11:38 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:12:08 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:13:08 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:23:05 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:36:14 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:36:44 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:48:32 AM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:14:31 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:24:02 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:25:02 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:42:53 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:52:13 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:52:43 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:53:13 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:54:13 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:24:31 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:32:48 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:42:15 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:42:45 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:56:38 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:13:58 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:14:28 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:15:28 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:28:50 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:42:38 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:53:19 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:17:27 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:17:57 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:18:27 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:31:13 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:41:28 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:41:58 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:53:42 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:21:51 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:22:36 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:42:34 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:43:35 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:55:51 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:25:21 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:41:39 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:50:38 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:12:10 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:12:40 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:23:42 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:28:19 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:46:05 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:46:35 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:47:05 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 6:47:35 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:19:00 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:32:45 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:40:48 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:41:18 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 7:41:48 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:28:37 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:28:52 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:29:22 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:39:46 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:40:16 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:50:50 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 8:51:20 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 9:29:42 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 9:52:52 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 9:53:22 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 10:20:33 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 10:41:39 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 10:42:09 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 10:52:57 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:13:25 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op



WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:27:15 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:31:35 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:34:04 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:55:51 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 11:58:26 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:23:46 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:24:16 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:42:37 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:43:07 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 12:47:04 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:09:16 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:09:46 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:24:51 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:33:34 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:41:51 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 1:51:21 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:14:58 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:15:28 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:27:35 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:28:35 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:42:07 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 2:53:19 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:22:13 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:23:13 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:23:43 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:46:48 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:47:48 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 3:48:18 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:20:56 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:21:26 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:22:26 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:34:56 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can



WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:35:26 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:35:56 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:56:21 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:56:51 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 4:57:51 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:14:09 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:14:39 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:24:44 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:25:44 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:26:14 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:33:55 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:34:25 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:55:21 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/12/21 5:58:56 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:11:38 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:12:38 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:13:08 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:22:20 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:22:50 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:23:20 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:23:50 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:37:44 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:49:17 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:17:06 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:17:36 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:18:06 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:48:38 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:49:08 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:49:38 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio



WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:50:08 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:50:38 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:58:24 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 8:17:13 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 8:47:22 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 8:47:52 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 8:59:29 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 9:31:04 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 10:31:04 AM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 10:43:52 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 10:54:50 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:17:09 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:18:39 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:29:24 AM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:40:10 AM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:50:54 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:25:59 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:26:59 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:41:23 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:41:53 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:53:00 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:54:00 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:54:31 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:26:27 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:39:21 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:51:11 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:15:38 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21



WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:16:08 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:16:38 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:17:08 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:30:12 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:43:01 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:52:40 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:19:59 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:20:29 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:20:59 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:31:44 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:42:15 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:51:44 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:52:14 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:19:36 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:36:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:46:01 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:47:01 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:57:48 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:24:26 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:24:56 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:39:50 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:40:21 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:40:51 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:41:21 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:52:05 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:52:35 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:13:38 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:22:33 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:23:03 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:23:33 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:27:28 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:28:28 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:45:39 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:46:09 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:55:38 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 6:56:09 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:15:57 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:16:27 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:27:36 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:41:09 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:41:39 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:49:05 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 7:53:52 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 8:52:51 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 8:58:18 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 8:58:48 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 9:54:41 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 10:49:11 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:18:21 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:33:33 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:38:18 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:40:31 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 11:41:31 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:29:08 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:29:38 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:43:45 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:47:39 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 12:48:09 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:10:09 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:10:39 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:24:45 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:25:15 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:32:50 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:43:16 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:43:46 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 1:53:14 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:16:38 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:17:08 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:28:56 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:29:56 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:42:01 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:42:31 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:53:10 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 2:53:40 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:28:54 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:30:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:58:45 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:58:55 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 3:59:25 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:17:41 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:18:11 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:19:11 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:35:33 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:36:03 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:56:18 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:56:48 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 4:57:48 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:13:09 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:13:38 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:25:01 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:25:31 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:26:01 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:54:10 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/13/21 5:58:04 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:17:09 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:17:39 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:18:09 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado



WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:18:40 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:28:55 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:29:25 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:29:55 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:30:25 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:40:25 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:40:55 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:49:39 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:50:09 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:29:35 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:30:05 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:46:56 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:47:26 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:47:56 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:48:26 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:48:56 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:57:24 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:57:55 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 8:43:51 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 8:44:21 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 8:44:51 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 8:58:20 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 8:58:50 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 9:31:04 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:31:19 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:31:49 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:44:38 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:45:08 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:54:42 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:16:58 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:17:28 AM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:18:28 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:33:28 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:42:47 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 12:25:38 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 12:43:47 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 12:44:47 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 12:54:47 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 12:55:17 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 12:56:17 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:35:41 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:46:38 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:47:08 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:56:41 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:14:19 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:15:49 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:30:09 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:52:09 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:22:42 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:23:12 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:33:30 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:43:19 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:51:44 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:19:17 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:20:02 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:32:50 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:33:20 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:43:52 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:44:22 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:44:52 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:54:56 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:24:15 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:38:23 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:38:53 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:39:53 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:52:49 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:53:19 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:10:02 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:20:29 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:20:59 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:25:14 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:26:14 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:45:23 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:45:53 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 6:46:23 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:20:18 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:21:03 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:30:20 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 7:38:51 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 8:52:02 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 9:28:59 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 9:38:58 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 9:39:28 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 9:53:23 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:20:31 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:34:12 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:44:27 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:54:37 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 10:55:07 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:31:40 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:34:05 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:55:07 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 11:57:59 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 12:28:35 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 12:48:55 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can



WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:04:42 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:05:13 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:09:59 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:10:59 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:39:28 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:39:58 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 1:51:05 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:15:19 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:15:50 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:28:54 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:29:25 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:29:55 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:42:55 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 2:52:39 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:18:26 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:18:56 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:19:56 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:50:38 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 3:51:38 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:18:22 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:18:52 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:19:22 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:19:52 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:33:40 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:55:26 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:56:26 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 4:56:56 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:15:33 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:16:03 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:26:48 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:27:48 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:28:18 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:33:55 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:34:25 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:54:37 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/14/21 5:58:29 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:14:47 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:22:14 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:22:44 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:23:14 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:38:27 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:38:57 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:52:50 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:53:20 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 7:58:55 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 7:59:25 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 8:21:46 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 8:48:49 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 8:49:19 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 8:49:49 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 9:18:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 9:18:34 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 9:19:04 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 9:19:34 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 9:47:40 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 9:48:10 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 9:48:40 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:18:03 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:19:03 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:19:33 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:49:51 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:50:21 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:50:51 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:51:21 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:09:14 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:09:44 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including



WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:10:14 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:10:44 AM :20 B905704 Building Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:23:26 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:31:19 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:00:01 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:00:11 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:00:41 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:30:21 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:30:51 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 1:00:21 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 1:29:24 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:13:01 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:24:32 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:25:32 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:54:26 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 3:12:32 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 3:40:11 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:41:17 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:46:51 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:50:40 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:51:11 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 5:44:58 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:08:42 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:09:41 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:19:59 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:47:21 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 6:57:44 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 7:16:22 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 7:28:29 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 7:38:09 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 7:56:02 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 8:19:46 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 8:35:44 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 8:49:39 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:04:53 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:10:02 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 10:14:24 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:13:26 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:13:56 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:14:26 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:14:56 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:19:57 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:20:57 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:32:39 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:33:10 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:50:26 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 11:51:26 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:06:11 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:06:41 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:19:56 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:41:17 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:42:17 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:55:18 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 12:55:48 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 1:27:28 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 1:27:58 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 1:40:12 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 1:40:42 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 1:41:12 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 1:41:42 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 1:51:04 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:00:19 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:00:49 XM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:26:16 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:26:46 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:43:35 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:44:05 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio



WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:45:05 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:53:46 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 2:54:16 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 3:00:04 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 3:21:54 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 3:22:24 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 3:30:04 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 3:31:04 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 3:53:18 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:00:04 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:01:04 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:11:54 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:12:24 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:26:03 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:26:33 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:27:03 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:42:03 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:50:51 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:51:21 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 4:52:21 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 5:09:12 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 5:09:42 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 5:19:30 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 5:47:19 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 5:48:19 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 5:48:49 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/15/21 5:58:41 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:00:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:28:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:28:54 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:29:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:30:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:58:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:58:54 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:59:24 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:29:24 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:58:54 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:59:25 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 9:15:07 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 9:16:07 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 9:16:37 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 9:28:48 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 9:39:13 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 9:39:43 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 9:50:12 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 9:50:42 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 10:12:41 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 10:27:48 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 10:28:18 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 10:43:14 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 10:43:44 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 10:51:37 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 10:52:07 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:12:59 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:26:02 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:26:32 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:39:10 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:18:43 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:19:13 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:19:43 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:34:04 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:34:35 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:45:38 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:46:08 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:57:58 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op



WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:23:45 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:24:16 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:25:16 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:36:06 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:52:04 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:13:30 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:23:53 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:24:53 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:42:41 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:43:11 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:56:09 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:23:46 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:37:03 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:50:27 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:58:29 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:20:00 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:33:03 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:46:24 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:58:03 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:09:35 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:22:53 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:23:53 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:36:56 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:47:10 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:16:47 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:17:17 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:22:37 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:23:08 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:29:05 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:29:35 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:46:30 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:47:00 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:47:30 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 6:57:06 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 7:12:22 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 7:12:52 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 7:25:01 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 7:37:47 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 7:51:15 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:16:42 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:16:57 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:17:27 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:17:57 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:28:12 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:41:21 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:41:52 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 8:57:36 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 10:00:03 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 10:06:06 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:07:16 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:17:08 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:24:36 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:25:36 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:26:06 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:35:53 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:36:23 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 11:36:53 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:07:29 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:31:22 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:31:53 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:44:28 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:44:58 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 12:57:04 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:12:02 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:19:33 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:20:33 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:40:06 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:41:06 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 1:50:11 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:12:56 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:13:26 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:13:56 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:14:26 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:27:48 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:43:04 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:43:34 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 2:51:37 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:14:37 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:15:07 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:15:37 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:16:07 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:28:02 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:28:32 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:38:42 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 3:50:12 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:22:35 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:23:05 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:35:40 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:36:10 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:41:06 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:47:16 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 4:48:17 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:08:22 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:08:53 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:15:51 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:16:21 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:17:21 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:27:08 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:28:08 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:51:57 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/16/21 5:58:44 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:16:58 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:17:59 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:18:29 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:32:43 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:33:13 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:33:43 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:34:13 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:52:48 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:29:05 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:29:35 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:30:05 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:48:44 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:49:14 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:49:44 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:50:14 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:58:55 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:59:25 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 8:48:31 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 8:59:15 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 11:16:57 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 11:18:27 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 11:30:26 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 11:42:42 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 11:43:12 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:26:06 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:39:51 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:40:21 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:50:06 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:50:37 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 



WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:51:07 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:51:37 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 1:45:58 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 2:14:32 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 2:31:18 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 2:43:57 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 3:31:03 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 3:31:33 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:20:59 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:33:53 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:44:51 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:45:21 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:25:43 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:39:02 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:40:03 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:40:33 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:43:47 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:44:47 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 6:45:17 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 7:19:19 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 8:52:26 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 11:31:50 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 11:34:05 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 11:55:15 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:24:02 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:42:06 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 12:48:44 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 1:09:23 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 1:09:53 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 1:23:04 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 1:32:02 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 1:41:31 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 1:52:24 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 05/17/21 2:15:32 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 2:30:03 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 2:31:03 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 2:43:12 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 2:52:55 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 3:20:19 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 3:20:49 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 3:21:49 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 3:51:28 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 3:52:28 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 3:52:58 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:20:04 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:20:34 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:21:34 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:33:43 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:34:43 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:56:18 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:57:18 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 4:57:48 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:11:06 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:11:36 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:22:36 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:23:06 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:23:36 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:33:55 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:34:25 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/17/21 5:54:45 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:16:57 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:17:57 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:18:27 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:29:41 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:30:12 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:30:42 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:31:12 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:44:12 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:53:41 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:49:28 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:49:59 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:50:29 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:50:59 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:51:29 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:59:25 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 10:54:47 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 11:13:21 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 11:27:53 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 11:28:23 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 11:41:23 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 12:26:03 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 12:42:35 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 12:43:05 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 12:43:35 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 12:52:06 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 12:52:36 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 1:35:55 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:12:50 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:13:20 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:13:50 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:14:20 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:26:04 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:38:35 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:22:36 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:32:52 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:33:22 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:42:24 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:22:35 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:46:53 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:47:53 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:56:54 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 5:25:07 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 5:41:09 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 5:42:10 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:22:11 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 6:45:20 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:15:21 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:15:51 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 7:26:53 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 8:28:12 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 8:38:00 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 8:50:08 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 10:32:19 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 11:32:34 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 11:55:39 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 12:25:23 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 12:43:57 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 12:48:53 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 1:09:33 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 1:10:03 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 1:20:20 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 1:29:06 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 1:41:39 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 1:52:20 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:13:50 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:24:49 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:25:19 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:26:19 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:38:04 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:38:35 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:53:56 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 2:54:26 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:28:54 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:29:24 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:30:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:58:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:58:54 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 3:59:24 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:21:40 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:22:10 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:23:10 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:35:38 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:36:38 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:56:54 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:57:24 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 4:58:24 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 5:14:20 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 5:23:06 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 5:24:06 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/18/21 5:58:19 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:13:21 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:14:51 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:27:39 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:28:09 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:28:39 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:29:09 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:42:23 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:16:03 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:16:33 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:17:04 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:49:40 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 8:47:32 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 8:48:02 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 8:48:32 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 8:58:57 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 8:59:27 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 11:14:43 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 11:15:43 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 11:16:28 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 11:26:13 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 11:48:46 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:24:10 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:24:40 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:41:30 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:42:00 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:42:30 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:53:08 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:53:38 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:54:38 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 1:36:55 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:13:13 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:14:43 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:28:24 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma



WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:39:27 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:39:57 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:50:44 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 3:14:47 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 3:15:47 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 3:31:19 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 3:51:38 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 4:21:11 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 4:33:33 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 4:47:06 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:24:28 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:40:38 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:22:47 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:27:02 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:27:32 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 6:45:37 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:13:25 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:37:44 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 7:49:29 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 8:27:51 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 8:28:51 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 8:49:43 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 9:43:18 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 9:54:39 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 10:31:57 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 11:26:18 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 11:34:34 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 11:55:14 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 11:58:22 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:24:38 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:40:23 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 12:45:17 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 1:09:17 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 05/19/21 1:09:47 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 1:20:57 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 1:29:12 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 1:40:54 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 1:50:13 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 1:50:43 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:14:13 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:14:43 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:27:09 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:28:09 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:28:39 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:39:28 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 2:51:14 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 3:25:52 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 3:26:22 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 3:27:22 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 3:52:37 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 3:53:07 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 4:20:16 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 4:21:16 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 4:21:46 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 4:33:53 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 4:56:50 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 4:57:50 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:13:15 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:25:08 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:25:38 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:26:38 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:54:44 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/19/21 5:58:51 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:14:43 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21



WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:15:43 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:16:13 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:25:29 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:26:29 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:26:59 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:36:11 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:36:41 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:48:31 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:49:01 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:16:37 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:30:05 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:47:13 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:47:43 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:48:13 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:58:39 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:59:09 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:59:39 AM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 8:47:16 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 8:47:46 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 9:31:20 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 9:31:50 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 10:42:00 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 11:18:01 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 11:19:01 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 11:19:31 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 11:40:29 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:16:52 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:25:28 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:25:58 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:43:30 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:52:45 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:53:15 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:53:45 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:54:15 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 1:35:08 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:12:29 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:13:59 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:29:12 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:41:33 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:14:42 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:27:25 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:39:29 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:51:12 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:19:00 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:19:30 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:31:01 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:39:12 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:40:12 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:53:03 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:21:28 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:37:41 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:38:41 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:11:42 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:22:57 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:28:19 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:44:14 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 6:55:39 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:16:49 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:28:44 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 7:49:39 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 8:29:29 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 8:51:26 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 9:45:41 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 9:46:11 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.



WUVN-TV 05/20/21 9:55:39 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 10:19:02 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 10:52:32 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 11:31:53 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:24:32 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:41:03 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 12:45:55 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 1:10:20 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 1:10:50 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 1:19:32 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 1:34:32 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 1:45:59 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 1:54:02 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:13:29 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:13:59 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:27:42 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:28:42 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:29:12 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:40:33 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:41:03 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 2:53:40 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:28:54 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:29:24 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:30:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:58:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 3:58:54 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:18:05 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:18:35 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:19:35 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:30:51 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:31:50 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:54:03 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 4:55:03 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:14:15 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:24:45 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:25:45 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:26:15 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/20/21 5:54:54 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:18:01 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:18:31 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:19:01 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:19:31 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:31:24 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:31:54 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:32:24 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:40:59 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:41:29 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:17:09 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:47:39 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:48:09 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:48:39 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:49:09 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 8:47:17 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 8:47:47 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 9:31:19 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 9:31:49 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio



WUVN-TV 05/21/21 9:58:09 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 11:18:57 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 11:20:27 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 11:30:41 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 11:31:11 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 11:42:20 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 12:24:55 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 12:40:05 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 12:40:35 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 12:41:05 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 12:48:39 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 12:49:09 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 12:49:39 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 12:50:09 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 1:21:15 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 1:39:39 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 2:12:04 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 2:13:34 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 2:53:16 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 3:13:48 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 3:28:46 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 4:21:37 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 4:46:29 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:24:45 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:41:57 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:11:16 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:22:07 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 6:43:56 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:12:49 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 7:41:21 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 8:29:01 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 9:16:32 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 9:17:02 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going



WUVN-TV 05/21/21 9:29:39 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 9:52:21 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 10:19:10 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 10:42:20 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 10:52:34 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 11:34:05 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 11:55:06 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 12:47:18 XM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 1:09:54 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 1:10:24 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 1:16:45 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 1:17:45 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 1:43:22 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 1:51:19 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 1:51:49 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 2:13:04 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 2:13:34 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 2:29:24 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 2:29:54 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 2:42:23 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 2:53:01 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 3:20:52 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 3:21:52 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 3:51:51 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 3:52:21 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 3:52:51 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 3:53:21 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 4:20:42 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 4:21:42 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 4:36:24 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 4:37:24 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 4:56:42 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 05/21/21 4:57:42 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 4:58:12 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:12:20 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:20:39 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:21:09 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:21:39 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:22:09 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/21/21 5:54:36 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:12:14 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:12:44 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:20:35 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:21:05 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:21:35 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:22:05 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:54:22 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:54:52 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:22:06 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:47:50 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:48:20 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:48:50 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:49:20 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 9:18:14 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 9:19:14 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 9:19:44 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 9:50:47 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 9:51:17 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 10:19:35 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 10:20:35 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont



WUVN-TV 05/22/21 10:21:05 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 10:49:49 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 10:50:19 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 10:50:49 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 10:51:19 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:11:25 AM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:30:05 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:58:46 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:58:56 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:59:26 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 12:29:36 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 12:59:36 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 1:28:54 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:13:17 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:30:10 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:42:59 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 3:37:39 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 3:43:09 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 3:52:43 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 3:53:13 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 3:59:24 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:15:16 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:46:00 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:58:04 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:39:20 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:40:20 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:50:00 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:11:37 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:12:07 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:12:37 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 6:23:06 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 7:12:26 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 7:23:56 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 7:41:28 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 05/22/21 7:51:29 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 7:51:59 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:14:57 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:15:27 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:29:34 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:39:54 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:48:07 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 8:53:17 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 9:57:45 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:14:59 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:25:43 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:26:13 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:51:43 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 11:52:43 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 12:03:19 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 12:17:33 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 12:51:06 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 12:51:36 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 1:03:46 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 1:04:16 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 1:22:51 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 1:35:20 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 1:36:20 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 1:48:38 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 1:49:08 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 1:59:50 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:00:20 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:25:46 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:42:40 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:43:10 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:48:10 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:48:40 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:58:14 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 05/22/21 2:58:44 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 3:04:26 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 3:37:22 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 3:37:52 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 3:48:18 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:00:04 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:00:34 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:10:57 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:11:27 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:30:04 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:30:34 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:42:10 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:42:40 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 4:43:10 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:00:04 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:00:34 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:12:07 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:12:37 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:30:04 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:31:04 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:31:34 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:57:48 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/22/21 5:58:18 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:00:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:28:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:29:24 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:30:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:58:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:58:54 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:59:24 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 8:58:54 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 05/23/21 8:59:24 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 9:11:31 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 9:12:31 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 9:13:01 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 9:24:59 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 9:25:29 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 9:35:22 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 9:35:52 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 9:45:57 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 9:46:27 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 10:16:40 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 10:28:32 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 10:39:48 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 10:49:05 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 11:12:54 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 11:25:16 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 11:25:46 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 11:51:16 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:16:13 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:16:43 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:17:13 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:33:05 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:33:36 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:47:54 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:19:47 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:30:35 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:31:05 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:41:03 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:53:33 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:13:01 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:14:31 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:26:57 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:50:48 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 3:54:26 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:19:12 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:33:50 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:44:29 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:45:00 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:56:32 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:24:04 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:50:11 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:14:07 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:22:55 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:29:34 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:47:22 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:47:52 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 6:56:47 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 7:14:48 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 7:15:18 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 7:16:18 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 7:28:32 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 10:20:46 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 10:34:12 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 10:46:54 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 10:59:05 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 11:16:58 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 11:17:28 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 11:26:16 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 11:26:46 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 11:35:49 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:06:24 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:28:59 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:44:38 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:50:11 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:55:25 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 12:56:24 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:12:38 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:20:44 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:21:14 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:40:31 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:41:01 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:41:31 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 1:42:01 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:16:55 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:17:25 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:17:55 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:18:25 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:28:01 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:28:31 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:39:08 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:39:38 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:48:35 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 2:49:05 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 3:11:00 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 3:11:30 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 3:12:30 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 3:24:59 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 3:34:51 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 3:35:21 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 3:45:57 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 3:46:27 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:14:31 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:15:01 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:25:26 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:25:56 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:26:56 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:39:14 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:49:48 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 4:50:18 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:09:15 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:09:45 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:18:03 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:19:03 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:27:35 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:28:35 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:51:47 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/23/21 5:58:41 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:18:57 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:19:27 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:19:57 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:20:27 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:30:26 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:30:56 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:31:26 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:31:56 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:52:07 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:52:37 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:17:30 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:19:00 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:29:49 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:30:19 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:49:14 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:50:14 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:50:44 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:57:09 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:58:40 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:59:10 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:59:40 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 8:46:43 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 8:47:13 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont



WUVN-TV 05/24/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 10:44:44 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 11:18:02 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 11:19:02 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 11:31:15 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 11:41:01 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 11:41:31 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 11:53:26 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:25:39 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:26:09 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:42:15 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:43:15 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:53:06 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:53:36 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:54:36 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:23:47 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:34:19 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:43:36 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:44:06 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:52:20 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:12:03 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:12:33 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:13:03 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:52:47 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:20:49 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:22:19 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:33:25 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:21:35 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:22:05 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:33:57 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:44:51 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:53:40 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:54:10 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:26:50 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:41:39 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:51:35 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:28:16 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:43:57 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 6:44:58 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:12:16 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 7:33:00 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 8:28:29 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 8:28:59 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 8:40:47 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 9:18:36 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 9:42:48 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 9:54:52 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 10:51:16 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 11:55:14 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 11:55:29 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:24:45 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:44:15 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 12:48:38 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:10:30 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:20:22 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:31:56 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:32:27 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:40:35 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 1:50:38 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:13:03 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:27:29 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:28:29 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:28:59 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:41:16 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:52:32 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going



WUVN-TV 05/24/21 2:53:02 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:20:19 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:20:49 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:21:49 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:51:00 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:51:30 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:52:00 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 3:52:30 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:20:40 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:21:10 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:22:10 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:34:16 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:35:17 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:53:55 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 4:54:54 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:14:30 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:15:00 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:25:06 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:25:36 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:26:06 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/24/21 5:58:55 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:18:02 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:19:02 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:19:32 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:31:00 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:31:30 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:32:00 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:42:30 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:53:10 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:53:40 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:16:52 AM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo



WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:17:22 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:17:52 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:18:22 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:47:15 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:47:45 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:48:15 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:57:39 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 9:30:49 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 9:31:19 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 9:31:50 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 9:57:44 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 10:31:19 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 10:31:49 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:17:36 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:18:06 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:18:36 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:19:06 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:28:53 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:29:23 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:51:15 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:25:04 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:25:34 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:26:04 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:42:08 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:51:32 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:52:02 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:52:32 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:26:31 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo



WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:27:01 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:34:49 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:42:34 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:50:10 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:13:44 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:14:14 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:15:14 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:49:59 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 3:15:50 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:20:25 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:20:57 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:32:08 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:43:45 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:44:45 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 5:41:34 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:12:37 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:22:52 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:27:32 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:28:32 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 6:45:07 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:18:16 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:30:15 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 7:30:45 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 8:38:47 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 8:50:30 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 8:51:00 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 9:55:17 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:11:47 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:12:47 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:25:18 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:30:14 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:31:14 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:32:14 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 11:34:05 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:22:27 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:41:31 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 12:45:54 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:09:33 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:23:01 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:31:32 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:41:19 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:51:15 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 1:51:45 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:14:44 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:27:16 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:27:46 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:28:16 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:28:46 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:40:41 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:50:29 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 2:50:59 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 3:28:54 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 3:29:24 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 3:30:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 3:58:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 3:58:54 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 3:59:24 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:19:24 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:19:54 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:20:54 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:31:58 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:32:58 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:55:52 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 4:56:53 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 5:12:53 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 5:13:23 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 05/25/21 5:23:32 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 5:24:32 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 5:55:31 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/25/21 5:58:45 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:17:36 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:18:06 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:18:36 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:19:06 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:29:08 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:29:38 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:30:08 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:39:52 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:18:18 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:18:48 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:41:23 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:41:53 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:42:23 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:42:53 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 7:50:45 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 8:00:04 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 8:46:15 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 8:46:46 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 9:48:56 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 9:57:40 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going



WUVN-TV 05/26/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 11:17:32 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 11:18:32 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 11:19:02 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 11:42:37 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 11:43:07 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 11:53:12 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 12:21:02 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 12:22:02 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 12:22:32 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 12:42:54 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 12:43:54 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 12:53:45 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:27:09 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:27:40 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:43:22 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:15:40 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:16:40 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:28:19 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:40:44 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:52:58 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:16:45 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:30:46 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:45:13 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:53:57 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:32:22 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:43:29 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:43:59 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 5:23:04 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 5:36:39 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:23:40 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:45:55 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 6:46:55 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 8:50:13 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 05/26/21 9:21:47 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 9:32:58 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 11:55:47 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 12:24:04 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 12:46:34 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:09:50 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:10:20 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:20:05 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:31:44 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:32:14 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:42:13 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:50:38 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 1:51:08 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:16:40 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:17:10 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:27:34 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:28:34 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:29:05 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:40:14 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:53:28 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 2:53:58 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:21:55 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:22:25 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:23:25 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:50:52 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:51:52 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 3:52:22 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:18:51 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:19:21 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:20:22 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:31:56 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma



WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:32:26 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:57:26 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:57:56 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 4:58:26 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 5:14:39 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 5:15:09 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 5:25:15 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 5:25:45 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/26/21 5:55:16 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:17:32 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:18:32 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:19:02 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:33:48 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:34:18 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:34:48 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:43:36 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:44:06 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:52:57 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 7:15:33 AM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 7:42:34 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 7:43:04 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 7:43:34 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 7:50:40 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 7:51:55 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 7:52:25 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 8:49:00 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 8:59:28 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 9:31:20 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 9:31:50 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 05/27/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 11:16:21 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 11:17:21 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 11:17:51 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 11:53:28 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:14:19 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:24:24 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:24:55 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:25:24 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:25:55 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:38:24 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:38:54 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:53:22 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:54:22 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:55:22 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 1:24:57 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 1:25:27 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 1:34:03 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 1:42:13 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 1:50:51 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:14:16 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:15:16 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:30:09 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:30:40 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:15:25 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:31:19 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:44:45 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:53:40 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:21:08 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:44:45 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:45:45 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:57:03 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:57:33 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 5:22:28 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 05/27/21 5:52:10 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:10:57 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:23:07 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:28:32 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 6:55:28 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 7:13:24 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 8:33:58 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 10:40:33 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 10:40:48 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 11:25:15 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 11:33:35 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 12:43:01 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 1:21:20 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 1:33:10 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 1:44:23 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 1:54:38 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:15:16 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:15:46 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:29:55 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:30:55 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:40:54 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 2:52:27 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:28:54 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:29:24 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:30:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:58:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:58:54 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 3:59:24 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:20:12 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:20:42 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:21:42 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:34:32 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:35:32 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:57:32 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:58:02 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 4:59:02 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 5:09:39 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 5:25:52 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 5:26:52 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 5:54:30 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/27/21 5:58:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:16:21 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:17:21 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:17:51 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:29:35 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:30:05 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:30:35 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:40:02 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:40:32 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:53:43 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:18:07 AM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:30:19 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:41:14 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:41:44 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:42:14 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:42:44 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:52:44 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:54:13 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:54:43 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 8:58:54 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 11:18:27 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 11:18:57 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado



WUVN-TV 05/28/21 11:19:27 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 11:19:57 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 11:29:50 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 11:52:59 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:23:11 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:23:41 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:42:27 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:42:57 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:43:27 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:53:01 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:53:31 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:54:01 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:23:21 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:34:59 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:35:29 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:44:33 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:51:50 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 2:12:12 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 2:13:42 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 2:31:20 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 3:21:12 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 3:42:22 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 3:52:25 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:42:24 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:42:54 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:24:02 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:39:16 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:20:46 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 6:44:16 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 7:13:36 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 8:35:09 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 8:54:59 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 8:55:14 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont



WUVN-TV 05/28/21 9:10:10 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 9:41:15 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 11:29:55 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 11:54:43 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:23:33 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:43:39 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 12:49:20 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:12:14 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:12:44 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:23:40 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:33:58 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:43:46 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 1:53:09 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 2:13:12 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 2:13:42 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 2:30:35 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 2:31:36 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 2:41:53 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 2:52:39 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 3:23:31 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 3:24:31 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 3:50:28 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 3:51:28 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:18:04 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:18:34 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:19:35 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:28:32 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:29:32 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:53:48 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:54:19 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:54:49 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 4:55:19 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 



WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:14:12 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:14:42 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:24:31 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:25:01 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:26:01 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/28/21 5:58:34 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 6:14:05 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 6:23:21 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 6:23:51 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 6:24:21 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 6:41:10 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 6:52:45 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 6:53:15 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:20:49 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:21:19 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:50:13 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:50:43 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:51:13 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 9:19:22 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 9:20:22 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 9:20:52 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 9:50:10 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 9:50:41 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 9:51:10 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 10:18:36 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 10:50:10 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 10:50:40 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 10:51:10 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 11:10:49 AM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 05/29/21 11:11:39 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 11:11:54 AM :20 B905704 Building Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:00:04 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:28:44 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:29:24 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:30:04 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:58:44 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 1:28:54 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 1:47:33 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 1:48:33 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 1:49:03 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:00:24 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:00:54 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:10:19 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:10:49 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:11:19 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:35:26 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:42:13 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 3:51:41 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:02:52 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:03:22 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:54:29 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:59:24 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 6:12:16 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 6:23:57 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 7:15:39 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:25:17 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:40:58 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:41:58 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:47:53 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 8:48:53 PM :10 B905317 10 Sec WUVN Station ID Rev 2/10

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 9:54:45 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 9:55:45 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 10:00:43 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 11:06:42 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:21:09 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:47:21 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:48:51 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:56:20 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 12:56:51 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 1:20:17 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 1:33:37 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 1:34:07 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 1:56:48 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 1:57:48 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:06:42 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:07:12 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:22:36 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:23:06 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:32:46 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:33:47 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 2:34:17 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 3:52:13 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 3:53:13 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 4:14:20 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 4:14:50 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 4:27:29 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 4:27:59 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 4:28:29 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 4:28:59 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 4:38:55 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 4:48:53 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 4:49:23 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:12:16 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:12:46 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:23:12 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:48:21 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:48:51 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:49:51 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:57:45 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/29/21 5:58:15 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:00:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:28:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:28:54 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:29:24 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:30:04 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:58:44 AM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:58:54 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:59:24 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 8:58:54 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 8:59:24 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 9:13:52 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 9:15:22 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 9:42:50 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 9:43:20 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 9:54:13 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 9:54:43 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 10:09:08 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 10:26:47 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 10:27:17 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 10:27:47 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 10:28:17 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 10:53:04 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 10:53:34 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 11:13:48 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 11:27:14 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 11:27:44 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 11:52:11 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:21:34 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:35:59 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:36:29 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:48:16 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:00:09 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:11:52 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:12:37 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:23:54 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:24:24 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:24:54 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:37:03 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:37:33 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:50:53 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:15:50 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:17:20 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:27:59 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:52:26 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 3:22:46 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:26:58 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:51:57 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:20:37 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:52:12 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:13:35 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:14:05 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:22:27 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:22:57 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:29:04 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 6:46:08 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 7:11:06 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 7:49:51 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 8:16:39 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 8:32:56 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 8:33:26 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 8:43:31 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 10:09:02 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 10:15:14 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:27:03 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:41:27 XM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:41:43 XM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:41:58 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:47:50 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:48:20 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 12:55:25 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:10:17 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:10:47 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:17:35 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:18:05 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:19:05 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:26:35 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:27:35 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 1:58:26 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:15:07 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:22:03 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:23:03 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:40:27 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:40:57 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:41:27 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:41:57 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 2:50:52 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 3:13:22 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 3:13:52 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 3:14:22 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 3:28:40 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 3:42:21 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 3:42:51 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 3:54:13 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 3:54:43 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:20:37 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 



WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:21:07 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:29:58 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:30:58 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:40:17 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:40:48 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:51:12 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 4:52:12 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:10:17 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:10:47 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:17:35 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:18:05 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:19:05 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:26:34 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:27:04 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:27:34 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:54:33 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/30/21 5:58:26 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:18:27 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:19:57 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:29:04 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:29:34 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:30:04 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:30:34 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:40:46 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:41:16 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:52:44 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:53:14 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:17:13 AM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:18:13 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:18:43 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:41:14 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:41:45 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:42:15 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:42:45 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:43:15 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:50:15 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:50:45 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:51:30 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:52:01 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:52:31 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 8:18:38 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 8:44:38 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 8:45:08 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 8:45:38 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 8:58:48 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 8:59:18 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:46:35 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:57:07 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:57:37 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 10:41:20 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:18:01 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:19:01 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:32:13 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:42:53 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:16:43 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:26:01 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:27:01 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:27:31 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:38:04 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:39:04 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:52:51 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:53:52 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:25:54 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:26:24 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:34:29 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:43:42 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:51:25 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:13:19 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:14:19 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:29:59 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:42:31 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:51:39 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:14:05 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:15:05 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:29:32 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:43:30 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:53:29 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:34:38 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:43:37 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:44:07 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:44:37 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:45:07 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:54:10 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:54:40 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:25:17 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:41:57 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:42:57 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:43:28 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:09:59 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:10:29 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:21:39 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:22:09 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:28:12 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio



WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:44:22 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:44:52 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:45:22 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 6:55:58 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:13:39 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:14:09 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 7:37:08 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 8:32:51 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 8:46:40 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:05:56 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:06:26 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:17:38 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:32:34 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:42:17 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:42:47 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 9:51:51 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 10:27:53 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 10:51:35 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:11:52 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:24:42 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:31:16 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:34:05 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:51:02 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 11:57:53 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:26:41 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:27:11 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:46:03 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 12:51:43 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:10:29 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:11:00 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:19:44 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:33:41 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:43:10 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 1:52:55 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:14:19 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:14:49 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:29:14 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:30:14 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:42:01 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 2:52:09 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:21:53 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:22:23 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:23:23 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:51:55 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 3:52:55 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:18:50 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:19:21 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:20:21 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:34:12 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:35:12 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:54:40 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 4:55:40 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:10:19 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:10:49 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:24:51 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:25:21 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:25:51 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:26:21 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 05/31/21 5:58:23 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:18:01 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:19:31 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:31:58 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:32:28 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:32:58 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:33:28 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:43:52 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:53:41 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:54:11 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:16:41 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:17:11 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:17:41 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:18:11 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:46:50 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:47:20 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:47:50 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:54:08 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:54:38 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:55:23 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:55:54 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:56:24 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:17:23 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:47:34 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:48:04 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:48:34 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:59:52 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 9:57:49 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 9:58:19 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 10:43:23 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 10:53:43 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:13:51 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:15:21 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can



WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:27:43 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:39:56 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:51:54 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:13:43 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:23:06 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:24:06 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:42:11 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:43:11 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:55:37 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:56:38 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:23:48 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:24:18 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:34:10 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:44:24 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:50:57 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:16:55 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:17:55 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:42:32 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:53:36 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:14:18 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:28:44 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:29:14 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:38:58 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:53:23 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:33:03 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:41:13 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:42:13 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:55:09 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 5:51:07 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:10:59 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:22:16 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:23:16 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:27:13 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:28:13 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont



WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:44:46 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:45:46 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:46:16 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:54:31 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 6:55:01 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 7:15:44 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:29:57 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:30:27 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:30:57 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:42:02 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 8:52:55 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 9:40:12 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 10:19:47 PM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 10:30:19 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:10:40 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:11:10 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:11:40 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:24:15 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:30:23 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:30:53 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:31:23 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:31:53 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:34:05 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:55:20 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 11:58:01 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:24:57 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:44:50 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 12:49:13 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:10:16 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:10:46 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:20:45 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:33:32 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:44:10 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 06/01/21 1:53:23 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:17:55 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:18:25 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:29:40 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:30:40 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:42:02 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 2:53:36 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:28:54 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:29:24 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:30:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:58:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:58:54 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 3:59:24 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:21:00 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:21:30 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:22:30 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:33:23 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:55:09 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:55:39 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 4:56:39 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 5:13:56 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 5:14:26 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 5:28:07 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 5:29:07 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/01/21 5:54:50 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:13:51 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:14:51 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:15:21 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:27:57 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:28:27 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:28:57 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:41:26 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:52:09 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:17:11 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:17:41 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:18:11 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:18:41 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:43:42 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:44:12 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:44:42 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:51:20 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:51:50 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:53:05 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:53:35 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 8:17:16 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 8:47:46 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 8:48:16 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 8:59:01 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 8:59:31 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 10:55:10 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 11:20:06 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 11:20:36 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 11:21:36 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 11:39:47 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 06/02/21 11:52:47 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:17:17 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:25:54 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:26:54 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:42:05 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:42:35 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:43:05 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:51:53 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:52:53 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:24:13 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:24:44 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:37:01 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:43:54 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:44:24 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:51:27 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:14:35 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:15:05 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:15:35 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:29:48 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:43:34 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:44:04 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:15:06 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:28:43 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:42:06 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:42:36 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:52:01 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:20:07 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:34:27 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:43:41 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:44:41 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:56:16 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:24:16 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:39:16 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:40:16 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:51:30 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:11:04 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:11:35 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:22:05 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:22:35 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:23:05 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:23:35 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:27:12 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:27:42 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:28:12 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:44:17 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:45:33 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:46:03 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 6:55:16 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:13:28 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:27:18 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 7:37:59 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 8:31:24 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 8:31:54 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 8:42:38 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 8:51:58 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 9:17:48 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 9:28:59 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 9:29:29 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 9:40:25 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 9:41:11 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 10:30:19 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 10:42:10 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 10:52:53 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 11:32:10 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 11:34:22 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 11:55:17 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 06/02/21 11:58:13 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:21:17 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:42:32 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:43:02 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 12:47:20 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:11:21 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:23:40 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:34:37 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:43:48 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 1:52:33 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:15:35 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:16:05 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:28:32 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:29:33 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:42:49 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:43:19 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:54:02 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 2:54:32 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:22:30 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:23:00 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:24:00 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:51:58 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 3:52:58 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:19:13 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:19:43 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:20:43 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:34:46 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:35:17 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:56:15 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:56:45 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 4:57:15 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:13:50 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:14:20 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:23:53 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:24:53 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:54:47 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/02/21 5:58:43 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:20:06 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:21:36 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:30:07 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:30:37 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:31:07 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:31:37 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:40:32 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:41:02 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:53:02 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:53:32 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:16:36 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:17:37 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:18:07 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:44:11 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:44:41 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:45:11 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:53:14 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:53:44 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:54:14 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 8:17:13 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 8:47:47 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 8:48:32 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 8:49:02 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 8:58:43 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 8:59:13 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:45:07 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:57:36 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:58:06 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 10:43:16 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 10:43:46 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 11:14:58 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 11:15:28 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 11:16:13 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 11:16:43 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 11:26:29 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:14:49 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:23:13 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:23:43 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:24:13 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:40:54 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:41:54 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:51:18 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:52:19 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:53:19 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:23:54 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:24:24 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:31:47 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:41:35 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:49:22 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:16:06 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:17:06 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:28:55 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:40:17 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:52:18 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:18:46 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:27:45 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:36:08 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:47:50 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:23:21 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:35:47 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:45:25 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:46:25 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:55:48 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:24:25 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:40:16 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:52:33 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:12:00 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:23:06 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:25:46 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:27:46 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:45:01 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:45:31 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 6:55:21 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:08:56 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 7:16:20 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 8:25:44 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 8:26:14 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 8:26:44 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:32:21 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:43:29 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:43:59 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:55:52 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:56:07 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:56:37 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:57:07 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 9:57:37 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 10:07:06 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 10:07:37 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 10:08:07 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 06/03/21 10:08:37 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 11:25:55 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 11:26:25 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:34:22 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:34:52 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 12:49:55 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:14:02 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:14:32 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:15:32 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:24:51 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:54:56 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 1:58:17 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:15:58 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:16:28 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:25:44 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:26:44 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:35:49 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 2:49:54 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:00:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:28:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:28:54 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:30:04 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:58:44 XM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 3:58:54 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:21:41 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:22:11 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:23:11 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:35:22 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:36:22 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:56:18 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:57:18 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 4:57:48 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:13:09 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:13:39 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:23:48 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:24:48 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:54:26 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/03/21 5:58:47 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:14:58 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:15:58 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:16:28 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:25:59 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:26:29 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:26:59 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:27:30 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:36:49 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:49:09 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:49:39 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:16:31 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:17:46 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:18:17 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:28:34 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:29:19 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:29:49 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:30:20 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:44:15 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:44:45 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:45:15 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:45:45 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:46:15 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:53:09 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:53:39 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:54:24 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:54:54 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:55:24 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 8:16:05 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps



WUVN-TV 06/04/21 8:48:24 AM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 8:48:54 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:14:56 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:15:56 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:29:14 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:29:44 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:52:36 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:53:06 AM :15 B905827 Shriners Million Reasons Spanish :15

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:24:31 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:25:01 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:25:31 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:41:10 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:41:40 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:42:10 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:42:40 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:53:06 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:53:36 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:22:05 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:29:54 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:51:56 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:16:37 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:17:37 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:30:58 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:31:28 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:54:42 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:55:12 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 3:14:29 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 3:26:34 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 3:48:15 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 3:49:00 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:21:35 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati



WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:22:05 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:32:46 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:43:37 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:55:10 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:23:59 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:24:29 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:40:13 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:41:13 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:53:22 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:47:38 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:48:38 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:55:56 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 6:56:26 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:17:30 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:18:00 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:25:54 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:37:47 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 7:50:41 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 8:28:17 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 8:38:09 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 9:15:19 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 9:37:06 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 9:37:36 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 9:48:07 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 10:17:16 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 10:29:39 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 10:40:21 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 10:41:21 PM :30 B905825 Shriners Million Reasons :30

Million Reasons showcases Shriners Hospitals for Children patients and the incredible accomplishments they have made thanks to the care they have received. From a young boy playing 

soccer with his new prosthetic, to a young girl hugging her dad with both 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 10:53:10 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 10:53:55 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:10:31 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:22:41 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:31:46 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:33:34 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 11:34:34 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:13:54 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:14:24 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:42:59 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 12:56:23 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:11:03 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:21:21 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:30:54 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:31:24 XM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:41:38 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:42:08 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:52:14 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 1:52:44 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:17:37 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:18:07 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:30:28 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:30:58 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:31:28 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:43:44 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 2:55:27 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 3:22:36 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 3:23:06 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 3:24:06 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 3:51:13 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 3:52:13 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:21:09 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:21:40 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:22:09 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:22:40 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:33:06 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:34:06 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:55:10 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:56:11 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 4:56:41 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:13:10 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:13:40 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:24:36 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:25:36 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:54:46 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/04/21 5:58:43 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:11:48 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:12:18 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:23:46 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:24:16 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:24:46 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:41:34 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:42:04 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:54:17 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:54:47 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:55:17 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:19:02 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:20:02 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:20:32 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:49:24 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:49:54 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:50:24 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:50:54 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:19:25 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:19:55 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:20:25 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:48:14 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:48:44 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:49:14 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:49:44 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:20:00 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:20:30 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:49:23 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:49:53 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:50:23 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:10:10 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:10:40 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:11:10 AM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:21:03 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:59:24 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:28:50 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:29:05 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:29:35 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:59:05 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 1:28:54 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:13:58 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:30:35 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:31:35 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:45:01 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:56:30 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 3:18:38 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 3:28:45 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 3:39:33 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:28:55 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:40:09 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:41:09 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:52:30 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:53:00 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:34:21 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op



WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:35:21 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:35:51 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:45:16 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:10:24 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:10:54 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:11:54 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:22:49 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:49:42 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:50:42 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 6:58:00 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 7:12:23 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 7:24:23 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 7:56:13 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:18:22 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:34:39 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 8:46:52 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:00:41 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:13:39 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:27:00 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:41:22 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 9:55:08 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:08:30 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:20:28 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:20:58 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:44:31 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:45:01 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:55:30 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 10:56:00 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:10:22 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:10:52 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:11:22 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:20:04 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:20:19 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:20:49 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:48:16 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:48:46 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:49:16 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:49:46 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:57:57 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 11:58:27 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:16:30 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:17:00 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:31:52 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:32:22 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:46:32 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:47:32 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 12:58:30 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 1:18:08 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 1:18:38 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 1:27:46 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 1:28:46 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 1:39:18 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 1:39:48 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 1:51:15 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:12:53 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:22:23 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:23:24 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:23:54 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:43:47 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:44:17 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:45:17 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 2:56:59 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 3:16:22 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 3:16:52 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 3:41:06 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 3:53:45 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:11:27 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:11:57 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:20:35 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:21:35 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:41:59 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:52:39 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 4:53:40 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:13:26 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:13:56 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:24:40 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:49:16 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:50:16 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:57:57 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/05/21 5:58:27 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:14:45 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:23:40 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:24:10 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:24:40 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:44:54 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:54:02 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:54:32 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:28:54 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:29:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:59:09 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:59:39 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 9:28:40 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 9:40:22 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 9:40:53 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 9:51:21 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 9:51:51 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:31:36 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation



WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:32:06 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:32:36 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:33:06 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:42:14 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:51:08 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 11:11:21 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 11:49:57 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 11:50:27 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:14:30 PM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:15:00 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:15:30 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:16:00 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:29:42 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:42:23 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:55:04 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:55:34 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:07:16 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:07:46 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:18:19 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:18:49 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:19:19 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:19:49 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:32:41 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:33:11 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:46:40 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:14:16 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:15:16 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:27:56 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:51:39 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:24:59 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:25:59 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:44:11 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:52:41 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:17:50 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:18:50 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:33:59 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:45:02 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:57:37 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:09:26 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:22:58 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:23:58 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:35:31 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:49:35 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:12:03 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:13:03 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:20:48 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:21:48 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:29:05 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:48:24 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 6:49:24 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:12:16 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:12:46 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:25:00 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:25:31 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:36:45 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 7:37:15 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:12:09 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:23:28 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:51:32 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:52:02 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:52:32 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 8:58:25 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 9:06:55 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 9:13:36 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 9:22:52 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:25:54 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:26:24 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:31:25 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 10:31:55 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:51:26 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:51:56 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:59:22 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 12:59:52 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:00:22 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:08:10 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:08:40 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:36:17 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 1:41:44 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:00:04 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:00:49 XM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:13:48 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:21:14 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:22:15 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:22:45 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:40:21 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:41:22 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 2:52:20 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:17:24 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:17:54 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:18:55 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:32:22 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:41:35 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 3:51:08 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:08:01 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:08:31 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:18:23 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:27:10 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:31:43 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 4:32:43 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:08:39 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:09:09 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:16:05 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:17:05 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:17:35 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:24:53 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:25:23 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:25:53 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:53:30 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/06/21 5:58:56 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:14:56 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:15:26 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:15:56 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:16:26 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:29:29 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:29:59 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:30:29 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:43:35 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:18:31 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:19:31 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:20:01 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:40:56 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:41:26 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:41:56 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:42:26 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:42:56 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:52:03 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:52:33 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:53:48 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:54:18 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 8:17:44 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 8:50:35 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 8:51:05 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 8:51:35 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 9:31:19 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 9:31:49 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 9:47:23 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 9:57:11 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 10:42:14 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 10:52:38 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:17:13 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:17:43 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:18:13 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:18:43 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:41:21 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:41:51 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:51:38 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:14:28 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:24:39 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:25:39 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:40:22 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:41:22 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:50:05 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:51:05 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:52:05 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:21:02 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:21:32 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:34:32 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:43:42 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:12:05 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:12:35 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:13:36 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:24:38 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:35:40 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:49:57 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 3:33:49 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 3:43:48 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 3:52:56 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:18:59 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:31:08 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:42:31 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:54:43 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:23:40 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:36:36 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:37:36 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:50:32 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:10:44 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:11:29 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:23:49 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:28:47 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:47:45 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:48:15 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:48:45 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:49:15 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:55:36 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 6:56:07 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:14:32 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:15:17 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:27:26 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 7:49:55 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 8:30:02 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 8:30:32 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 8:40:12 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 8:40:42 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.



WUVN-TV 06/07/21 8:51:50 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 9:26:23 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 9:26:53 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 9:40:01 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 9:52:19 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 9:52:49 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 10:19:03 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 10:30:36 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 10:41:09 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 10:52:54 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:09:59 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:31:46 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:33:35 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:54:40 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 11:57:52 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:20:05 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:43:34 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 12:48:52 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:08:55 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:09:25 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:20:16 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:20:46 XM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:34:00 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:43:47 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 1:52:23 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:13:05 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:13:36 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:23:23 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:24:23 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:34:40 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 2:49:57 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 3:22:40 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 06/07/21 3:23:10 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 3:24:10 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 3:53:15 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 3:54:15 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:18:04 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:18:34 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:19:34 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:30:58 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:31:58 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:55:43 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:56:13 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 4:56:43 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:12:37 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:13:08 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:22:35 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:23:05 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:23:36 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:24:06 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:54:10 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/07/21 5:58:21 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:17:13 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:18:13 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:18:43 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:31:09 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:31:39 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:32:09 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:42:07 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:42:37 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:18:29 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:18:59 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:19:29 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:19:59 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:43:40 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:44:10 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:44:40 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:45:11 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:45:41 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:55:07 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:55:37 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:56:07 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:17:48 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:18:18 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:45:37 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:46:07 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:46:37 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:59:19 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 9:31:49 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 9:57:43 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 10:45:15 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 10:45:45 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 10:54:51 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:15:09 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:15:39 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:16:39 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:27:26 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:40:02 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:51:28 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:17:51 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:24:59 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:25:59 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:40:34 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:41:34 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:50:37 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:51:37 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:52:37 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:22:36 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:32:38 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:33:08 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:40:42 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:41:12 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:51:40 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:12:18 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:12:48 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:13:48 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:27:49 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:37:07 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:47:54 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:48:24 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 3:14:56 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 3:15:56 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 3:28:20 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 3:48:30 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:19:33 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:20:03 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:31:57 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:32:42 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:43:58 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:44:58 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:56:18 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:25:16 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:40:11 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:41:11 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:52:50 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:23:54 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:24:24 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:28:45 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:45:29 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:46:29 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 6:56:35 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:13:34 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:14:04 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:27:04 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:27:34 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:43:08 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 7:43:38 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:26:58 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:27:28 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:27:58 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:38:21 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 8:38:51 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 9:29:05 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 9:39:08 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 9:39:38 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 9:50:36 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 9:51:06 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 10:31:40 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 10:53:37 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:31:21 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:33:35 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:55:41 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 11:58:28 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:24:04 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:45:48 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 12:50:14 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:11:52 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:12:22 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:22:52 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:33:35 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:43:55 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 1:51:53 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:13:18 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:13:49 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:26:19 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:27:19 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:36:37 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:48:09 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 2:48:39 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 3:23:30 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 3:24:30 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 3:49:43 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 3:50:13 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 3:51:14 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:18:38 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:19:08 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:20:08 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:32:47 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:56:48 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:57:48 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 4:58:18 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:12:49 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:13:19 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:22:52 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:23:22 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:23:53 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:24:22 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:55:12 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 06/08/21 5:58:58 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:15:09 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:15:39 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:16:09 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:16:39 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:28:12 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:28:42 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:41:03 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:51:28 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:51:58 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:16:35 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:17:35 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:18:05 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:43:25 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:43:55 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:44:25 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:44:55 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:45:25 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:54:26 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:54:56 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:55:26 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:17:32 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:46:09 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:46:39 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:47:09 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:58:43 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:59:13 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 9:42:42 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 06/09/21 10:00:05 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 10:00:35 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 10:43:04 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:12:12 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:12:42 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:13:42 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:24:23 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:36:21 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:48:51 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:15:19 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:25:44 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:39:59 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:40:59 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:51:27 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:52:27 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:24:13 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:24:43 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:33:45 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:42:13 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:12:15 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:13:00 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:14:00 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:26:18 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:37:17 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:48:36 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:11:35 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:12:35 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:25:58 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:34:35 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:48:42 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:18:33 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:32:33 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:42:36 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:43:36 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:22:49 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:40:32 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:08:16 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:09:02 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:09:32 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:10:02 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:21:50 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:22:20 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:23:20 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:27:15 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:28:00 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:28:30 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 6:45:26 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:14:09 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:26:16 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:26:46 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:38:21 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:49:15 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 7:49:45 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:30:13 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:30:43 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:42:04 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 8:52:24 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 9:39:55 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 9:52:48 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 10:30:07 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 10:51:40 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 10:52:10 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:12:27 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:13:27 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:25:40 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:30:27 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:31:27 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:31:57 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:32:27 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:33:35 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:25:06 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:25:36 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:46:15 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 12:50:49 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:09:22 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:09:52 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:19:45 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:28:18 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:42:27 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 1:53:28 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:13:15 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:13:45 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:25:03 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:26:03 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:36:17 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 2:49:06 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:22:30 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:23:00 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:24:00 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:53:00 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 3:54:00 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:17:38 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:18:08 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:19:08 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:32:21 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:33:21 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:55:30 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:56:00 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:56:30 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 4:57:00 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:12:14 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:12:44 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:23:27 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:23:57 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:24:27 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:24:57 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:54:59 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/09/21 5:58:35 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:12:12 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:12:57 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:13:27 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:13:57 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:24:38 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:25:08 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:49:37 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:17:20 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:17:50 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:18:20 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:18:50 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:40:55 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:41:25 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:41:55 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:42:25 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:42:55 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:53:28 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca



WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:53:58 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:54:28 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 8:16:36 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 8:45:33 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 8:46:03 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 8:59:03 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 9:31:19 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 9:31:49 AM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 9:45:07 AM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 10:31:19 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 10:31:49 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:13:14 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:14:14 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:14:44 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:24:26 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:37:16 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:50:00 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:25:17 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:25:48 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:26:18 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:41:42 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:52:19 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:53:19 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:53:49 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:23:29 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:37:38 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:45:42 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:53:47 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:10:27 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:11:57 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:22:51 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:34:14 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:44:03 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:44:33 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:19:01 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:42:51 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:43:51 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:56:24 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:23:05 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:23:21 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:39:40 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:40:41 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:50:57 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:10:15 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:10:45 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:22:52 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:23:22 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:27:03 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:28:03 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:28:33 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:29:03 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 6:45:52 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:18:56 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 7:19:26 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 8:27:18 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 8:27:48 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 8:38:32 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 8:49:38 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 9:16:25 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 9:30:52 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 9:43:22 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 9:53:57 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 10:28:39 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 10:39:44 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 10:40:14 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 10:53:04 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:12:15 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:12:45 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:23:00 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:30:42 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:31:43 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:33:35 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 11:54:46 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:22:48 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:46:49 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:50:37 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 12:51:07 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:11:21 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:11:51 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:20:32 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:21:02 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:32:21 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:32:51 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:44:20 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:44:51 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:53:31 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 1:54:01 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:11:26 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:11:56 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:24:25 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:24:56 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:25:26 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:25:56 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:38:47 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:49:22 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 2:49:52 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:18:59 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:19:29 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:20:29 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:50:52 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:51:52 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 3:52:22 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:17:36 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:18:06 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:19:06 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:33:20 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:34:20 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:56:08 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:56:38 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 4:57:38 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:12:26 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:12:56 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:24:18 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:25:19 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:54:16 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/10/21 5:58:42 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:13:14 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:14:44 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:24:42 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:25:12 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:38:02 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:49:45 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:50:15 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:17:29 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:29:49 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:30:19 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:41:02 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:41:32 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:42:02 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:42:32 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:52:09 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:52:39 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:53:09 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:53:39 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:54:09 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:18:21 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:19:06 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:44:50 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:45:20 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:57:34 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 10:43:38 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:12:54 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:14:39 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:25:31 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:37:32 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:48:49 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:16:39 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:25:27 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:25:57 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:38:39 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:39:09 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:40:09 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:49:44 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:50:44 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:21:06 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:33:59 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:43:25 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:56:15 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:17:10 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:18:11 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:27:45 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:24:46 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:39:45 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:40:45 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:12:24 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:12:54 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:21:49 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:26:35 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:43:34 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 6:55:15 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:18:31 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:30:25 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 7:51:52 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:27:44 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:28:44 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:37:12 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:37:42 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:51:29 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 8:51:59 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 9:31:25 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 9:53:42 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:11:04 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:11:34 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:22:42 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:23:12 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:31:33 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:32:03 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:32:33 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:33:35 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 11:58:22 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:12:44 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:33:09 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr



WUVN-TV 06/11/21 12:45:47 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:10:32 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:11:02 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:21:20 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:31:21 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:41:01 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:41:31 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:50:16 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 1:50:47 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:13:54 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:14:25 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:24:16 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:24:46 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:25:46 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:37:02 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 2:48:04 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 3:20:00 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 3:20:30 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 3:21:00 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 3:21:30 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 3:52:16 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 3:53:16 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 4:19:26 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 4:19:56 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 4:20:57 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 4:32:34 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 4:33:34 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 4:54:31 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 4:55:31 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:10:54 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:11:25 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:21:14 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:22:14 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:22:45 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:34:25 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:53:59 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/11/21 5:58:52 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:09:37 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:24:25 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:24:55 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:25:26 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:25:56 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:55:15 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:20:31 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:21:46 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:22:16 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:49:32 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:50:02 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:50:32 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:51:02 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 9:22:26 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 9:48:51 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 9:49:21 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 9:49:51 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 9:50:21 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:20:41 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:21:11 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:21:41 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:51:24 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:51:54 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:09:55 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:10:25 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:10:55 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:11:25 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:11:40 AM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:21:42 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:22:12 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:00:04 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:28:44 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:28:54 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:29:24 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:30:04 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:58:44 PM :10 B905056 :10 Paid Program Disclaimer

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:58:54 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:59:24 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 1:28:54 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 1:59:24 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:13:49 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:14:19 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:25:25 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:26:25 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:51:05 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 3:16:45 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 3:28:46 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 3:41:43 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 3:53:39 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:21:20 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:22:21 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:38:53 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:39:53 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:51:31 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:24:31 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:25:31 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:42:44 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:43:44 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:55:05 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:11:37 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:13:07 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:21:59 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import



WUVN-TV 06/12/21 6:48:42 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 7:14:39 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 7:15:39 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 7:27:38 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 7:37:14 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 7:37:44 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 7:41:46 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 7:45:46 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:49:34 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:50:34 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 8:55:08 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:00:45 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:18:16 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:27:28 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:27:58 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:46:42 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:47:12 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 10:56:05 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:12:14 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:13:14 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:23:00 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:23:30 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:49:36 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:50:06 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:50:36 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 11:59:51 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:00:21 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:18:16 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:18:46 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:35:48 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:36:18 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:46:32 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:47:33 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can



WUVN-TV 06/12/21 12:48:03 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 1:04:25 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 1:16:14 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 1:16:44 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 1:29:18 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 1:41:28 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 1:42:28 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 1:51:50 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:15:39 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:16:09 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:30:03 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:31:03 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 2:47:22 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 3:00:35 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 3:33:29 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 3:33:59 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 3:52:24 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 3:58:14 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:09:53 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:10:23 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:20:42 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:21:42 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:43:22 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:54:20 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:55:20 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 4:55:50 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:12:44 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:13:14 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:23:45 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:24:16 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:48:03 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:48:33 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:49:03 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:49:33 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:57:49 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/12/21 5:58:19 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 6:13:49 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 6:23:07 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 6:23:37 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 6:42:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 6:53:26 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 6:53:56 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 6:54:26 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 8:28:54 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:15:17 AM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:15:32 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:16:02 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:29:44 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:43:22 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:43:52 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:54:29 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:21:51 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:22:22 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:22:52 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:23:22 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:35:39 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:36:09 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:49:04 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:49:34 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:13:00 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:13:45 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:25:13 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:25:43 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca



WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:26:13 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:51:15 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:51:45 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:16:40 PM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:18:10 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:45:56 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:46:26 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:03:10 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:03:41 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:15:12 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:25:57 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:26:27 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:26:57 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:38:30 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:52:28 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:13:07 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:14:07 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:21:51 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:22:51 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:29:04 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:47:08 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:48:08 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:56:21 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 3:25:13 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 3:35:56 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 4:14:45 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 4:15:45 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 4:28:06 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 7:12:02 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 7:25:51 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 8:44:47 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 8:53:08 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 8:54:08 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:09:23 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun



WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:36:46 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 9:48:51 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:19:55 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 10:41:28 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:10:24 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:18:49 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:19:49 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:27:54 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:28:24 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 11:58:35 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:26:35 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:27:20 XM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:43:43 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:44:13 XM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:50:12 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:54:59 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 12:55:59 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:14:34 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:22:30 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:23:30 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:24:00 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:42:34 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:43:04 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:43:34 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 1:44:04 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:12:24 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:12:54 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:13:24 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:13:54 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:22:51 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:23:21 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:35:29 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can



WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:35:59 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 2:49:04 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 3:13:47 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 3:14:17 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 3:15:17 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 3:29:00 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 3:43:22 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 3:53:59 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 4:26:35 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 4:27:05 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 4:43:28 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 4:49:12 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 4:54:59 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 4:55:59 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 5:10:24 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 5:10:54 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 5:18:19 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 5:19:20 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 5:19:50 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 5:27:55 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 5:28:55 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 5:52:40 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/13/21 5:58:35 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 6:12:54 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 6:14:09 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 6:14:39 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 6:24:46 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 6:25:17 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 6:25:47 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 6:38:03 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 6:47:49 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:16:37 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:18:07 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:41:37 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:42:07 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:42:37 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:43:07 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:53:05 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 10:31:19 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 10:31:49 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 10:42:30 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 11:13:41 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 11:35:04 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:25:36 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:26:06 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:37:52 PM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:38:52 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:39:52 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:52:13 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:52:43 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:53:13 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:53:43 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:20:50 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:36:06 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:45:31 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:46:01 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:46:31 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:47:01 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:58:50 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:26:53 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:27:38 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:41:50 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:42:50 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:51:40 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:52:40 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:09:59 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:10:59 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:22:01 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:23:01 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:24:01 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:26:31 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:27:31 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:28:31 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:44:01 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:45:01 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:55:30 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:13:46 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:14:46 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:29:47 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:19:21 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:31:57 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 7:41:10 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 8:28:52 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 9:18:53 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 9:43:52 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 11:34:34 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:25:04 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 12:48:38 XM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:10:42 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:11:12 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:21:11 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:34:19 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:45:34 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 1:54:09 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:19:20 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:19:50 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:31:07 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:31:37 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:32:07 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:32:37 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:40:49 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:41:19 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:51:46 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 2:52:16 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:22:32 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:23:02 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:23:32 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:24:02 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:50:02 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:50:32 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:51:02 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 3:51:32 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:18:41 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:19:11 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:20:11 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:34:42 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:35:42 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:57:20 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 4:58:20 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 5:10:37 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 5:24:14 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 5:25:14 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/14/21 5:58:26 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 6:13:41 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 6:54:14 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 7:15:42 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 7:30:19 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 7:43:28 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 10:31:49 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 11:17:22 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 11:40:18 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 06/15/21 12:42:21 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 1:21:22 PM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 1:46:50 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:10:56 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:12:41 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:37:35 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:38:05 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:38:35 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 5:29:20 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 6:27:45 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 7:15:10 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 9:38:44 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 9:51:21 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 11:32:41 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 12:22:45 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 12:42:50 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 12:47:38 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 1:09:26 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 1:19:27 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 1:41:01 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 1:49:50 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 1:50:20 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:14:59 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:23:24 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:23:54 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:24:24 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:24:54 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:38:22 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:38:52 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 2:51:31 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 3:18:34 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 3:19:34 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 3:20:04 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 3:47:35 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 06/15/21 3:48:05 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 3:48:35 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 3:49:05 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 4:19:42 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 4:20:12 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 4:20:43 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 4:21:13 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 4:33:02 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 4:33:32 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 4:34:02 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 4:57:09 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 4:58:10 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 5:13:36 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 5:14:06 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 5:24:16 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 5:25:16 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/15/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 6:17:22 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 6:30:34 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 7:15:19 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 7:17:05 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 7:43:01 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 10:44:00 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 11:13:25 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 1:21:32 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 1:30:34 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:13:54 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:15:39 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 3:53:06 PM :15 B905951 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :15

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:20:00 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:57:33 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 6:11:59 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 6:22:31 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 6:46:06 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio



WUVN-TV 06/16/21 7:17:25 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 9:44:24 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 11:12:26 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 12:23:05 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 1:34:06 XM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 1:43:50 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:14:54 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:30:45 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:31:15 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:31:45 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:32:15 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:44:44 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:54:44 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 2:55:14 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 3:18:53 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 3:19:23 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 3:19:53 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 3:20:23 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 3:49:16 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 3:49:46 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 3:50:16 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:18:20 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:18:50 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:19:20 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:19:50 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:30:36 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:31:06 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:31:36 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:57:48 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:58:18 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 4:58:48 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 5:15:13 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 5:23:58 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 5:24:28 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 06/16/21 5:24:58 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 5:25:28 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 5:34:25 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/16/21 5:58:42 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:13:25 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:13:55 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:14:25 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:14:55 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:24:21 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:24:52 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:25:22 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:25:52 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:39:28 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:52:09 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:52:39 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:17:34 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:18:34 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:19:04 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:42:46 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:43:16 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:43:46 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:52:19 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:52:49 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:53:34 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:54:04 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:54:34 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 8:47:15 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 8:47:45 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 



WUVN-TV 06/17/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 9:58:56 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 10:43:54 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 10:44:24 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:16:01 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:17:01 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:17:31 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:31:37 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:40:07 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:53:12 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 12:25:03 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 12:26:03 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 12:41:53 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 12:42:53 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 12:50:34 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 12:51:34 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:24:09 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:24:39 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:31:37 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:41:46 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:12:47 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:13:17 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:14:17 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:27:22 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:39:05 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:50:32 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 3:15:13 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 3:16:13 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 3:33:07 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 3:52:18 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:20:11 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:20:41 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado



WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:33:42 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:34:12 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:45:26 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:46:26 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:46:57 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:24:09 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:39:11 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:39:41 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:40:11 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:50:48 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:10:24 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:10:54 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:22:39 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:23:25 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:27:19 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:28:20 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:44:39 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:45:09 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 6:55:10 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:11:32 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:24:51 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 7:35:45 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 8:28:01 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 8:28:31 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 8:39:18 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 8:53:00 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 9:19:16 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 9:30:54 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 9:31:25 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 9:41:50 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 9:42:20 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 9:52:09 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 10:18:35 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma



WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:11:47 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:12:17 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:24:47 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:25:17 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:29:59 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:30:30 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:31:00 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:32:00 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:34:05 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:54:54 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 11:58:13 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 12:25:21 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 12:44:00 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 12:48:50 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:11:35 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:12:05 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:23:50 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:34:38 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:43:12 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 1:53:10 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:13:47 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:14:17 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:26:37 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:27:37 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:38:34 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 2:51:02 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 3:22:37 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 3:23:07 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 3:24:07 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 3:52:54 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 3:53:54 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:19:16 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:19:46 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:20:16 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 



WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:20:46 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:34:02 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:34:33 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:35:02 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:56:09 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:56:39 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:57:09 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 4:57:40 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:14:08 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:14:39 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:22:05 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:22:35 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:23:05 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:23:35 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:54:24 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/17/21 5:58:43 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:16:01 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:17:01 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:17:31 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:41:38 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:52:57 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:53:27 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:15:58 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:16:58 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:17:28 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:41:27 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:41:57 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:42:27 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:42:57 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:53:05 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:54:21 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:54:51 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 8:47:36 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 8:48:06 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 8:48:37 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 9:58:59 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:14:03 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:14:33 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:15:03 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:15:33 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:26:36 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:34:29 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:35:00 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:48:39 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:49:09 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:14:11 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:14:41 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:24:02 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:24:32 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:25:32 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:41:49 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:42:49 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:51:24 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:52:24 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 12:53:24 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:20:39 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:21:09 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:34:18 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:42:16 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:42:46 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:14:17 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:14:47 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:15:47 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:25:34 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:39:48 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:52:31 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 3:16:31 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 3:27:59 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 3:38:32 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 3:49:07 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:17:11 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:28:46 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:43:35 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:44:35 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:45:05 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:52:44 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 5:42:58 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:10:16 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:19:26 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:20:26 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:20:56 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:25:31 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:43:05 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 6:44:05 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:14:05 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:15:05 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:23:26 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 7:35:33 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 10:17:57 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 10:42:34 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:08:37 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:09:07 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:09:37 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca



WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:23:22 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:31:12 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:31:42 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:32:12 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:33:34 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:34:05 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:55:34 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 11:58:08 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:12:01 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:12:31 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:18:41 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:19:41 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:39:27 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:50:59 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 1:51:59 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:15:17 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:15:47 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:24:04 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:25:04 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:25:34 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:38:48 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:53:01 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 2:53:31 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 3:21:46 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 3:22:16 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 3:23:16 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 3:41:47 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 3:42:47 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:00:04 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:00:34 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:01:04 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:01:34 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d



WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:16:16 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:17:16 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:53:14 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 4:54:14 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 5:14:04 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 5:14:34 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 5:23:55 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 5:24:54 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 5:25:25 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 5:55:04 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/18/21 5:58:38 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:11:00 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:11:30 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:19:49 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:20:19 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:20:50 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:21:20 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:40:46 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:41:16 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:53:15 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:22:05 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:22:35 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:49:38 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:50:08 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:50:38 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:51:08 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:19:31 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:20:01 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:20:31 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:49:53 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:50:23 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:50:53 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:51:23 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 10:58:54 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 10:59:24 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:09:16 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:09:46 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:10:16 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:10:46 AM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:19:33 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:20:03 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:20:33 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:30:34 AM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:31:34 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:38:06 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:52:47 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:02:19 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:14:52 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:15:22 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:37:43 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 3:00:34 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 3:24:41 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 3:35:45 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:32:11 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:47:52 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:03:50 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:26:47 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:37:13 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:48:07 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:12:24 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:22:34 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 6:46:54 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca



WUVN-TV 06/19/21 7:14:24 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 7:23:00 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 7:46:04 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 7:54:18 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 7:54:48 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:18:07 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:33:59 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:34:14 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:34:44 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 8:47:14 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:09:19 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:34:20 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:46:38 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 9:59:48 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 10:09:55 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 10:20:29 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 10:20:59 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 10:39:46 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 10:49:02 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 10:49:32 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:09:39 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:10:39 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:19:04 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:48:41 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:49:12 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 11:58:30 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 12:13:16 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 12:13:46 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 12:27:22 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 12:43:54 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 12:44:54 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 12:58:34 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 1:13:41 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev



WUVN-TV 06/19/21 1:14:11 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 1:23:41 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 1:24:41 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 1:25:11 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 1:35:00 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 1:35:30 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 1:50:40 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:14:54 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:21:59 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:22:59 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:23:29 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:44:34 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:45:04 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:45:34 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:46:04 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 2:54:48 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 3:26:37 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 3:27:08 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 3:45:52 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 3:46:22 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 3:54:38 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 3:55:08 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:09:46 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:10:16 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:18:42 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:19:42 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:40:44 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:48:54 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:49:24 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 4:50:24 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:12:54 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:13:24 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:22:33 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:48:42 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:49:12 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:50:12 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:58:00 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/19/21 5:58:30 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:08:11 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:08:41 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:21:49 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:22:20 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:22:50 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:23:20 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:45:16 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:52:14 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:52:44 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 6:53:14 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 8:29:24 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 8:58:54 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 8:59:24 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 9:19:51 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 9:20:21 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 9:20:51 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 9:49:21 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 9:49:51 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 9:50:21 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 9:50:51 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:26:24 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:26:54 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:27:24 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:37:38 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:38:08 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times



WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:48:43 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:12:51 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:26:10 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:26:40 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:38:48 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 12:14:13 PM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 12:27:09 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:02:15 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:14:27 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:37:58 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:11:52 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:30:04 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:11:06 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:12:06 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:24:32 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:29:05 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:29:35 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:49:12 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:50:13 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:50:43 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:57:58 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:17:53 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:18:53 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:28:18 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 7:13:47 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 7:26:49 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 7:52:50 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 8:22:45 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 8:38:51 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 8:39:21 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 8:54:40 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 8:55:10 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 9:11:05 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 9:11:35 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:16:32 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:23:19 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:23:50 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:44:18 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 10:55:33 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:12:46 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:13:16 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:21:11 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:22:11 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:30:19 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 11:31:19 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 12:32:52 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 12:33:22 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 12:46:32 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 12:52:46 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 12:56:39 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 12:57:39 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 12:58:09 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:13:52 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:24:05 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:25:05 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:25:35 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:41:40 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:42:10 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:43:10 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 1:52:07 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:14:06 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:14:36 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:15:36 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:26:53 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:27:23 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:37:27 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:48:13 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 2:48:43 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 



WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:11:52 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:12:22 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:12:52 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:29:19 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:38:19 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:38:49 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:50:27 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 3:50:57 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:32:52 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:33:22 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:46:31 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:51:45 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:52:15 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:56:39 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 4:57:39 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 5:10:52 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 5:11:22 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 5:18:47 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 5:19:47 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 5:20:17 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 5:28:24 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 5:28:54 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 5:51:22 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/20/21 5:58:29 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 6:14:03 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 6:26:22 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 6:26:52 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 6:35:15 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:16:37 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:17:37 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:18:07 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:28:34 AM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:28:49 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:29:19 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:29:49 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:30:20 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:41:59 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:42:29 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:53:52 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 8:48:01 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 9:30:49 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 9:31:19 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 9:31:49 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 10:30:34 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 10:42:54 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 10:43:24 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 11:16:02 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 11:32:41 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 11:42:58 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 11:53:11 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:15:18 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:26:18 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:42:32 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:43:02 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:53:09 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:53:39 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:54:39 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 1:20:38 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 1:21:08 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 1:40:05 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:13:06 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:14:06 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:14:36 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:31:17 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:41:29 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:17:34 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:18:34 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:31:04 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:42:31 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:52:53 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:20:49 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:44:06 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:22:49 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:42:10 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:52:46 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:53:16 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 6:22:25 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 6:22:55 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 6:23:25 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 6:27:11 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 6:55:34 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 7:12:03 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 11:12:41 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 11:13:41 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 11:25:13 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 11:31:58 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 11:56:30 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:23:43 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:24:13 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:43:12 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 12:49:01 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 1:10:30 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 1:11:00 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 1:21:18 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 1:28:54 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 1:53:52 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:14:06 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going



WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:14:36 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:30:02 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:30:32 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:31:02 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:40:29 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:51:27 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 2:51:57 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:23:10 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:23:40 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:24:10 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:24:40 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:45:32 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:46:02 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 3:47:02 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:20:24 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:20:54 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:21:24 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:21:54 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:32:57 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:33:57 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:55:12 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:56:13 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 4:56:43 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:13:47 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:25:09 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:25:39 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:26:39 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:56:00 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/21/21 5:58:47 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 6:16:02 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 6:33:42 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 6:53:41 AM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times



WUVN-TV 06/22/21 7:15:45 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 7:30:20 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 8:15:18 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 8:59:57 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 11:19:28 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 12:53:57 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 1:24:08 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 1:42:04 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 2:11:54 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 2:43:14 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:22:05 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 6:23:21 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 6:23:51 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 6:46:08 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 7:16:32 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 12:22:38 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 12:47:16 XM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 1:19:17 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 1:30:49 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 1:41:21 XM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 1:41:51 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 1:51:05 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 2:12:54 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 2:26:39 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 2:27:09 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 2:27:39 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 2:41:58 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 2:42:29 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 2:52:49 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 3:21:33 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 3:22:03 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 3:22:33 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 3:23:03 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 3:52:01 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 3:52:31 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 3:53:01 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 06/22/21 3:53:31 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:20:26 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:20:56 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:21:26 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:21:56 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:33:58 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:34:58 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:56:31 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:57:01 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 4:58:01 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 5:15:27 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 5:24:27 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 5:25:27 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 5:25:57 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 5:55:10 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/22/21 5:58:44 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 6:19:28 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 6:34:37 AM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 7:15:40 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 7:44:10 AM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 8:17:21 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 9:57:51 AM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 11:16:50 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 11:55:00 AM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 12:18:06 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 1:21:58 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 1:22:28 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 1:58:20 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 2:48:15 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 2:48:45 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 5:41:44 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 6:23:52 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 7:20:10 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 10:54:50 PM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio



WUVN-TV 06/23/21 11:13:44 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 12:26:42 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 1:11:50 XM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 1:43:59 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 2:17:50 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 2:31:06 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 2:31:36 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 2:32:06 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 2:32:36 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 2:42:45 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 2:43:16 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 3:21:58 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 3:22:28 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 3:22:58 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 3:23:28 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 3:48:49 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 3:49:19 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 3:49:49 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:19:48 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:20:18 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:20:48 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:21:18 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:31:39 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:32:09 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:32:39 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:57:04 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:57:34 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 4:58:04 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 5:14:35 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 5:15:05 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 5:26:21 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 5:26:51 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 06/23/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/23/21 5:54:01 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:16:50 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:17:50 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:18:20 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:31:36 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:32:06 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:32:36 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:43:30 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:54:00 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:15:31 AM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:16:01 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:16:31 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:17:01 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:42:13 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:42:43 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:43:13 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:43:44 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:51:24 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:51:54 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:53:09 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:53:39 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 8:15:02 AM :30 B905068 Suicide Line 5 Steps

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 8:15:32 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 8:49:58 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 8:50:28 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 8:50:58 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 9:00:21 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 9:31:05 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 9:57:19 AM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 06/24/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:17:07 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:17:37 AM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:18:37 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:29:04 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:41:24 AM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:52:05 AM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:17:07 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:26:22 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:27:22 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:27:52 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:39:57 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:40:27 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:00:19 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:01:19 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:01:49 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:02:19 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:21:17 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:21:47 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:31:27 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:41:28 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:52:07 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:13:35 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:14:35 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:29:25 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:42:41 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:43:12 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:54:01 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:54:31 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:15:16 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:15:46 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:16:16 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:26:42 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.



WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:38:57 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:52:22 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:20:05 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:35:56 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:44:56 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:45:26 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:45:56 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:26:07 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:42:51 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:43:21 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:43:51 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:53:00 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:53:30 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:54:00 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:22:08 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:23:08 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:26:03 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:28:04 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:47:10 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:48:10 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 6:55:57 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:13:03 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:14:03 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:25:51 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:26:22 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 7:33:23 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 10:30:50 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 10:31:20 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 10:43:43 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 10:57:31 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:14:28 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:28:32 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:34:06 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:35:06 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:35:36 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:37:03 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 11:37:33 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:01:15 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:22:59 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:23:29 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:43:47 XM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:47:34 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 12:48:04 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:10:52 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:11:22 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:20:46 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:34:19 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:44:43 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:53:01 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 1:53:31 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:14:35 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:15:05 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:28:10 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:29:10 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:42:11 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:54:31 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 2:55:01 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:19:57 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:20:27 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:21:27 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:44:58 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:45:28 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 3:45:58 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:17:55 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:18:25 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:18:55 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w



WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:19:25 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:35:01 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:35:31 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:36:01 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:55:52 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:56:52 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 4:57:22 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:11:12 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:11:42 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:26:58 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:27:58 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:28:28 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:33:54 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:52:12 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/24/21 5:58:17 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:17:07 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:17:37 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:18:07 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:18:37 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:28:18 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:28:48 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:29:18 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:29:48 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:41:38 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:42:08 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:51:19 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:51:49 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:15:24 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:16:39 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:17:09 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:29:04 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation



WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:42:04 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:42:34 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:43:04 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:43:34 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:44:04 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:52:48 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:53:18 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:54:33 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:55:03 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 8:16:09 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 8:48:10 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 8:48:40 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 8:49:10 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 8:58:48 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 9:47:54 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 9:57:24 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 10:30:04 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 10:31:04 AM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 10:43:57 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:13:28 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:13:58 AM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:14:58 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:26:21 AM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:38:46 AM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:50:23 AM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:18:54 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:25:16 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:26:16 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes



WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:42:35 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:43:05 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:44:05 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:50:10 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:51:10 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:52:10 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:22:35 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:23:05 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:37:16 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:37:46 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:45:56 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:52:57 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:16:56 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:17:26 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:17:56 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:18:26 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:31:43 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:00:03 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:00:33 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:18:15 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:18:45 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:19:15 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:30:02 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:30:32 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:41:57 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:42:27 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:59:18 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:59:48 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:19:46 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:32:29 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:32:59 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:43:16 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca



WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:43:46 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:55:49 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:24:09 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:24:39 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:41:05 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:41:35 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:42:35 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:53:18 PM :15 B905856 Trade Skills :15

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:53:33 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:54:03 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:09:02 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:21:45 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:22:15 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:26:10 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:27:10 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:45:06 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:46:21 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 6:46:51 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:14:43 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 7:15:13 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 8:32:39 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 8:33:09 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 8:54:09 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 9:18:34 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 9:31:47 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 9:41:54 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 9:53:08 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 10:53:00 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:09:59 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:24:54 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:30:34 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:31:34 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:33:35 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.



WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:51:52 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 11:57:27 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:30:00 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 12:57:22 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:20:38 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:23:22 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:24:22 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:42:28 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:53:53 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 1:54:53 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:17:56 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:18:26 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:30:28 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:31:28 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:31:58 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:41:55 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:52:00 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 2:52:30 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:22:46 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:23:16 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:23:46 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:24:16 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:50:35 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 3:51:35 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:18:51 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:19:21 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:19:51 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:20:21 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:32:49 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:33:49 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:55:48 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:56:18 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 4:56:48 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:14:50 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:15:20 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:22:40 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:23:10 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:24:10 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:51:21 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/25/21 5:57:56 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:11:23 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:22:58 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:23:28 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:23:58 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:24:28 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:44:16 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:44:46 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:54:01 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:54:31 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 7:29:24 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:19:48 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:20:49 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:21:19 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:50:26 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:50:57 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:51:27 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:19:17 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:19:47 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:20:17 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:20:47 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:51:05 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b



WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:51:35 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:52:05 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:52:35 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:19:44 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:20:44 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:48:59 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:49:29 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:49:59 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:50:29 AM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:11:49 AM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:12:49 AM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:13:49 AM :20 B905706 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:20:57 AM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:21:42 AM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:22:42 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:59:24 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 12:29:49 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 12:59:34 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 1:28:54 PM :30 B905855 Fire Response :30

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:14:20 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:14:50 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:27:09 PM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:28:09 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:39:22 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:52:30 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:13:06 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:13:36 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:25:29 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:37:56 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:38:26 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:51:04 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:16:50 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:29:33 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:41:41 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:05:14 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:30:49 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:11:27 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:11:57 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:12:57 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:22:19 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 6:48:29 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 7:12:03 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 7:24:13 PM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 7:44:44 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 7:45:14 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 7:54:09 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 7:54:39 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:16:30 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:17:00 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:25:34 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:26:04 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:44:35 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:45:05 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:55:15 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 8:55:45 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:14:07 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:14:38 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:28:49 PM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:41:11 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:41:41 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 9:59:24 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:12:33 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:13:03 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:26:27 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:26:57 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:41:02 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:51:37 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 10:52:07 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:11:55 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:12:55 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:23:46 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:46:42 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:47:43 PM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 11:57:12 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 12:12:51 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 12:13:21 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 12:25:12 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 12:35:08 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 12:35:38 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 12:48:57 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 12:49:27 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 1:12:51 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 1:13:21 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 1:24:29 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 1:24:59 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 1:25:29 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 1:37:42 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 1:50:34 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:12:33 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:23:13 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:24:13 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:24:43 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:43:44 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:44:44 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:45:14 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 2:54:54 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:25:02 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:25:32 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:42:02 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going



WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:42:32 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:56:08 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 3:56:38 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:16:40 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:17:10 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:25:03 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:25:33 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:26:03 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:44:40 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:54:14 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:54:44 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 4:55:14 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:11:57 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:12:27 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:12:57 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:21:49 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:22:19 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:47:42 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:48:42 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/26/21 5:57:12 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 6:10:43 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 6:11:13 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 6:23:52 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 6:24:22 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 6:24:52 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 6:42:44 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 6:51:05 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 6:51:35 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 6:52:05 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 7:28:54 AM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 7:58:54 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 7:59:24 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 06/27/21 8:28:54 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 8:58:54 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 8:59:24 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:11:37 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:12:07 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:12:38 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:13:08 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:25:28 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:25:58 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:39:00 AM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:51:33 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 10:14:46 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 10:25:53 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 10:26:23 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 10:26:53 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 10:38:37 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 10:50:40 AM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 11:19:42 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:11:46 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:12:46 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:13:16 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:38:50 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:14:06 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:14:36 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:44:18 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:44:48 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:51:48 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:52:18 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:59:04 PM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:13:12 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:26:05 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:41:36 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:47:59 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including



WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:48:29 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 7:17:56 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 7:31:13 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 7:42:46 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 7:55:31 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 7:56:01 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 8:32:52 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 8:47:35 PM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:18:13 PM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 9:29:33 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 10:15:35 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 10:27:26 PM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 11:16:07 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 11:25:13 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 11:26:13 PM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 11:34:46 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:03:11 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:32:08 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:47:24 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:47:55 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:53:07 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:57:08 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 12:58:08 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:13:58 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:21:47 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:22:17 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:22:47 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:23:18 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:43:36 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:44:06 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:44:36 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:45:06 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication



WUVN-TV 06/27/21 1:57:45 XM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:15:01 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:15:31 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:16:31 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:26:22 XM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:26:53 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:37:57 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:38:27 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 2:49:55 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 3:12:01 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 3:12:31 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 3:13:01 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 3:13:31 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 3:25:08 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 3:34:07 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 3:48:38 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 3:49:08 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 4:32:08 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 4:32:38 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 4:47:24 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 4:52:36 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 4:53:07 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 4:57:07 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 4:58:07 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 4:58:37 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 5:10:50 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 5:11:20 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 5:19:56 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 5:20:56 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 5:21:26 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 5:28:58 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 5:29:28 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/27/21 5:52:21 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte



WUVN-TV 06/27/21 5:57:54 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:13:28 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:13:58 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:14:58 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:27:06 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:27:36 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:40:16 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:51:23 AM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 7:17:50 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 7:28:34 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 7:30:19 AM :15 B905931 TVB Warning Sign: Over the Top - Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 7:43:06 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 7:43:36 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 7:54:18 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 8:17:47 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 9:31:50 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 10:31:50 AM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:17:59 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:32:04 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:32:35 AM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:53:54 AM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:18:23 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:18:53 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:25:41 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:26:11 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:43:22 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:43:52 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:44:22 PM :15 B905953 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Spanish:15

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:52:05 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:52:35 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:53:05 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:53:35 PM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a



WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:54:05 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:23:13 PM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:39:44 PM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:40:14 PM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:15:38 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:16:38 PM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:17:08 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:28:58 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:40:48 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:50:14 PM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 3:30:39 PM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 3:41:50 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:21:58 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 5:22:20 PM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:10:26 PM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:29:15 PM :49 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:46:33 PM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 6:55:24 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 7:15:56 PM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 8:28:47 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 8:29:47 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 9:14:27 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 10:17:22 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 10:31:34 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 10:43:33 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:12:02 PM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:30:02 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:30:32 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:31:32 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:33:35 PM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:34:35 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:55:24 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 11:57:38 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is



WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:24:31 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:25:01 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:42:49 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 12:47:41 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:11:15 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:11:45 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:21:03 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:30:45 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:39:28 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:39:58 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 1:47:59 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:16:38 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:17:08 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:27:42 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:28:42 XM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:39:48 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:40:18 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:49:59 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 2:50:29 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 3:23:43 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 3:24:13 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 3:24:43 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 3:25:13 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 3:47:17 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 3:47:47 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 3:48:47 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:21:03 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:22:03 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:22:33 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:34:22 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:34:52 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:35:22 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:57:19 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com



WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:58:19 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 4:58:49 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 5:14:52 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 5:24:35 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 5:25:35 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 5:54:53 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/28/21 5:58:08 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 6:17:59 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 6:33:19 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 6:44:14 AM :15 B905930 That Won’t Work - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 7:17:38 AM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 7:53:03 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 8:39:19 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 8:45:24 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 9:20:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 9:21:49 AM :15 B905708 So mos Una Voz

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 10:34:22 AM :15 B905559 Escape Project  HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:05:38 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:07:08 AM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:17:08 AM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:17:53 AM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:31:25 AM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:32:10 AM :15 B905696 Una en ocho mujeres :15

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:43:25 AM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:17:49 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:43:04 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:45:04 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:52:04 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 3:32:24 PM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 4:19:13 PM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 4:41:30 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 5:26:58 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 5:40:25 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun



WUVN-TV 06/29/21 6:10:44 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 6:24:54 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 6:28:55 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 6:56:11 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 6:56:55 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 7:14:12 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 7:27:36 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 7:53:47 PM :15 B905950 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :15

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:30:48 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:31:18 PM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:31:48 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 11:34:05 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 12:25:26 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 12:45:51 XM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 12:46:21 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 12:50:38 XM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 1:10:11 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 1:22:37 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 1:23:07 XM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 1:35:43 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 1:44:03 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 1:44:33 XM :15 B905947 CoronavirusResponse_Covida19_Mindfulness

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 1:52:47 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 1:53:17 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:14:07 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:14:37 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:26:06 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:27:06 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:43:43 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:44:13 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 2:53:02 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 3:24:44 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 3:25:44 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 3:26:14 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.



WUVN-TV 06/29/21 3:53:10 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 3:54:10 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 4:14:53 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 4:15:23 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 4:16:23 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 4:26:37 XM 1:00 B905868 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :60

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 4:27:37 XM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 4:51:40 XM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 4:52:40 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 5:14:59 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 5:15:29 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 5:23:44 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 5:24:44 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 5:33:54 XM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/29/21 5:54:27 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:12:41 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:14:11 AM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:23:56 AM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:24:26 AM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:24:56 AM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:25:26 AM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:36:01 AM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:49:55 AM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:50:25 AM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:16:04 AM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:17:04 AM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:28:34 AM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:29:34 AM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:30:04 AM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:43:32 AM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:44:02 AM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:44:32 AM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:51:35 AM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 



WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:52:05 AM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:53:50 AM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 9:30:04 AM :30 B905054 BUEN PROVECHO end 12/31/21

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 9:30:34 AM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 9:31:04 AM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 9:31:34 AM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 10:31:04 AM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 10:31:34 AM :30 B905942 What it Spells :30

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 10:43:37 AM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 10:44:07 AM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 10:54:39 AM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:14:28 AM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:15:28 AM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:15:58 AM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:28:52 AM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:50:14 AM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 12:55:08 PM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 12:55:38 PM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 12:56:08 PM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 1:19:32 PM :30 B905067 Nueva Inglaterra Sports Local Promo

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 1:20:02 PM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 1:31:22 PM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:14:54 PM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:15:24 PM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:16:24 PM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:28:23 PM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:39:29 PM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:50:12 PM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 3:42:30 PM :15 B905929 Bathroom Boy - Spanish TVB

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 3:52:37 PM :30 B905554 Escape Project Father HD Spanish

New Discovering Nature PSAs remind parents and caregivers that trails are a family’s guide to the transformative power of discovery in the forests and parks near them. Help families this 

fall experience nature near them by running PSAs highlighting the ma

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:17:47 PM :30 B905710 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:18:32 PM :15 B905713 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:40:55 PM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:54:48 PM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado



WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:22:11 PM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:41:54 PM 1:00 B905524 Project Roadblock TVB Life's Doors Spanish :60

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:42:54 PM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:10:06 PM :30 B905940 CoronavirusResponse_Covida-19

It’s Okay To Not Be Okay The emotional effects of COVID-19 vary, but there are resources to help us all. Air these new PSAs that promote the many resources and tools available to help 

viewers cope with their mental health during these challenging times

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:10:36 PM :30 B905627 WUVN FCC Childrens Announcement 2019

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:11:06 PM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:22:58 PM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:23:28 PM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:23:58 PM :30 B905689 El efecto dominó

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of its national educational effort Beat Blood Poisoning... aimed at emphasizing the importance of early identification of blood 

poisoning and the timely treatment...as well as the importance of prev

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:26:50 PM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:27:50 PM 1:00 B905691 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 6:48:55 PM :15 B905692 High School Equivalency_Jessica-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:14:32 PM :30 B905066 Nueva Inglaterra Weather Promo

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:54:12 PM :15 B905686 Remove the Risk_Spanish :15

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 7:54:58 PM :15 B905879 CoronavirusResponse_LuchaSpanish_REVISED 15

Across the country, Black and Latino residents have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirusand face higher death rates than their white neighbors due to health inequalities. 

New PSAs targeting all Americans, including Black and Hispanic commun

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 10:41:52 PM :15 B905882 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 15

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:11:24 PM 1:00 B905874 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 60 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:24:15 PM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:29:50 PM :30 B905937 Autism Awareness_The Big Day :30

Understanding the Importance of Autism Screening Encourage parents and caregivers to recognize and understand the importance of early screening anddiagnosis. Air new PSAs that 

feature heartwarming scenes of families celebrating a child’s birthday, toshow 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:30:50 PM 1:00 B905873 Samantha_Spanish_60

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 11:31:50 PM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 12:22:37 XM :30 B905065 Juntos Hacia Adelante 5/21

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 12:23:07 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 12:41:14 XM 1:00 B905685 Remove the Risk_Spanish :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 12:45:59 XM :30 B905952 Lung Cancer Screening_Saved By The Scan-Span :30

Lung cancer is the #1 cancer killer of men and women. Compared to other cancers, it has one of the lowest survival rates, but with the new lung cancer screening, the approximately 8 

million people in the U.S. who are at high risk for lung cancer have a be

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 1:11:38 XM :30 B905709 Building Recovery

An impactful/emotional/moving/poignant new public service announcement (PSA) campaign, by Somos Una Voz, a charitable services fund at the Entertainment Industry Foundation, a 

501(c)(3) charity,highlights the critical need for aid in areas of Puerto Rico 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 1:12:08 XM :30 B905943 LLS-Patient Support Leukemia :30

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society LLS created our most recent PSA Campaign to ensure that as many patients and caregivers as possible know about our wide array of free education and 

support. The spots share a compelling first-person account to let people with b

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 1:24:27 XM :30 B905946 Vision Loss (Spanish)

Bright Focus is calling attention to regular screenings of the vision that can help prevent vision loss and better control damage that have already happened. The ads, in English and 

Spanish, urge viewers to: Do Plan Today: Get Your Eyes Checked, Including

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 1:32:50 XM 1:00 B905574 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :60 

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 1:43:58 XM 1:00 B905715 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 1:52:34 XM 1:00 B905711 Donación de Órganos ‘Lo Bueno de Usted’ PSA about organ donation. 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:15:54 XM :30 B905869 Stand With Us Veterans Spanish :30

Department of Veterans Affairs works tirelessly to bring the best care to every Veteran seeking treatment. Shown through fast-paced clips of our health care professionals caring for the 

needs of our Veterans, our PSA, “Stand with Us”, shows the dedication

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:16:24 XM :30 B905875 ¿Formas parte del 33 percent? 30 The National Kidney Foundation raises awareness of kidney disease risk by broadcasting these PSAs. Millions of viewers will take action needed to improve the health of their kidneys.



WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:27:38 XM :30 B905938 2021_SafeatHome_Spanish:30TV New year.New hope. In 2021 help protect the veterans in your life by staying home, wearing a mask and rolling up your sleeve to get vaccinated.

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:28:08 XM 1:00 B905872 Preguntas_60 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:29:08 XM :30 B905707 Post Your Recovery

Millions of Americans are building a life in recovery. Inspire a million more. Recovery is possible, and that is something to celebrate. Show people facing mental and substance use 

disorders that hope, help, and support are available. Post Your Recovery d

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:38:29 XM 1:00 B905697 No sólo palabras :60

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 2:50:12 XM 1:00 B905949 What it Spells :60

Removing unused, unwanted or expired opioid medications from the home is a key strategy in addressing the opioid crisis in the United States. The information included in these FDA PSAs 

will act as a call to action to encourage consumers to dispose of thes

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 3:21:38 XM :30 B905698 No sólo palabras :30

"Not Just Words" Public Service Television Announcements (: 60 and: 30) Public service television announcements titled "Not Just Words," available in English and Spanish, demonstrate 

the signs and symptoms of gynecologic cancer. The announcer encourages w

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 3:22:38 XM 1:00 B905624 Turn Hope into Action 60 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 3:52:24 XM 1:00 B905687 Alfredo :60

We hope you can help inform your audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors by transmitting the new public message entitled "Alfredo" (: 60y: 30). The 

message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique op

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 3:53:24 XM :30 B905954 Make The Call Poison Control Spanish

The new installment of the campaign aims to reduce poisonings among Medicare and Medicaid audiences. By calling a Poison Help line, hospital visits can be prevented as 68% of calls are 

controlled by direction provided over the phone. Airing these PSAs can

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 3:53:54 XM :30 B905622 Turn Hope into Action 30 Make the Connection PSA's "Turn Hope Into Action" lets families, friends and Veterans themselves know that mental health treatment works and recovery is possible.

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:16:50 XM :30 B905695 Una en ocho mujeres :30

We hope you will communicate to your viewers a valuable breast cancer information and education resource by airing the new Public Service Announcement (PSA) titled "One In Eight 

Women" (: 30,: 15). In this PSA, Cinthia González shares how breast cancer is

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:17:20 XM :30 B905714 WHERE THERES A WISH THERES A WAY

For children battling a critical illness, a wish is more than just a dream. It can be a turning point in their lives. Wishes can give kids the strength to fight, to get better … to grow up. And, it 

can help families focus on the possibilities of tomorrow 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:17:50 XM :30 B905571 Marines For Country (Sp) :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:18:20 XM :30 B905682 Adoption from Foster Care_Suitcase- Spanish

125,000 youth in the U.S. foster care system are currently waiting for adoptive families, and only 5% ofall children adopted in 2017 were between the ages of 15 and 18. For National 

Adoption Month this November, encourage potential parents to consider ado

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:29:53 XM :30 B905871 Samantha_Spanish_30

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:30:23 XM :30 B905693 High School Equivalency_Yeni-Spanish

Inspire adults to go after diplomas, dreams -- and moreAdults who complete their high school education can tap into a wealth of benefits, including greater career options, household 

income, and opportunities to become role models to their families and com

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:30:54 XM :30 B905570 Marines America's Marines (Spanish)

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:55:17 XM :30 B905944 Fatherhood Involvement_Monster - Spanish

Never Stop Being A Dad There's no wrong way to be a father, as long as you show up for your kids.  PSA encourages dads to show their Dadication by highlighting the everyday struggles 

and victories of fatherhood to give fathers the confidence to keep going

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:55:47 XM :30 B905573 Pride of the Nation (Spanish) Marines :30

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:56:17 XM :30 B905688 Alfredo :30

This PSA informs the audience about the need for ethnically diverse blood stem cell donors.  The message highlights the need for Hispanic and Latino donors, and the unique opportunity 

to save someone's life.  It encourages viewers to visit the website to 

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 4:56:47 XM :30 B905870 Preguntas_30 - Challenger

Al-Anon Family Groups in your community offer hope and help to families and friends who have been affected by a loved one's drinking, including 40 percent of Al-Anon members who first 

came to the meetings because a friend or family member he had a drug pr

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:12:50 XM :30 B905881 Type 2 Diabetes Prevention_Take the Risk Test 30

During the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve seen the serious impact that underlying health conditions like type 2 diabetes can have on our friends, families, and communities. Support new PSAs 

to help people detect the early warning sign of prediabetes while it ca

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:13:20 XM :30 B905928 TVB Trying to Sober Up Spanish

Project Roadblock is a multiplatform drunk driving prevention campaign exclusive to local broadcast television stations and is the largest annual station-supported initiative of a single PSA 

campaign. Sponsored by TVB, the U.S. Department of Transportatio

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:26:38 XM 1:00 B905572 For Country (Spanish) Marines :60

Marines have sworn to safeguard the nation, our rights and our way of life through the universal values of fidelity, honor, courage and commitment. Marines live these values every 

moment they are a Marine, and they endure as part of each Marine's characte

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:27:38 XM :30 B905678 Alzheimer's Awareness_Mario and Veronica-Spanish

Over 5 million Americans live with Alzheimer’s, but less than half are diagnosed.  Acknowledging whyyour loved one is acting differently is hard, but early detection and care can make a 

difference inmanaging the disease. Help families start the conversati

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:28:08 XM :30 B905712 Instintos animales

AZA's campaign to support the preservation and care of wild animals highlights the value of zoos and aquariums, as well as the critical role their employees play. They are highly 

competent and dedicated to promoting the cause. While the campaign will cont

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:34:24 XM :30 B905770 DAV Spanish Victories - Naomi

DAV is a nonprofit charity that provides a lifetime of support for veterans of all generations and their families, helping more than 1 million veterans in positive, life-changing ways each 

year. With nearly 1,300 chapters and more than 1 million members a

WUVN-TV 06/30/21 5:54:08 XM :30 B905694 La herramienta correcta

The CDC created this public service announcement as part of their education effort National, Become Aware of Antibiotics, which aims to raise awareness among health care providers, 

patients and their families about resistance to antibiotics and the import
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